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FOREWORD
At ITE, we transform the lives of our students. We ignite their
joy in doing and learning, and help them realise their goals
and dreams. We have been doing this with passion and zeal
for a long time. We have been steadfast in striving to
provide the best for our students, helping them to acquire
good skills and values so that they will be industry-relevant
and resilient in an ever-changing world.
How Did We Do It? What Inspired Us?
The Business Excellence Framework has given us an excellent
benchmark to guide us in our journey of transforming
Career and Skills Education for Singapore in the past two
decades. We have used the Framework to focus our
strategies, systems, processes and people to achieve
successful and globally-recognised outcomes. It has
galvanised our staff and our stakeholders in our unrelentless
journey to be a trailblazer in career and skills education. In
fact, we can now say that ITE stands for “It’s Truly Excellent!”
and “It’s Totally Exceptional!”
The Singapore Quality Award with Special Commendation is
a recognition of the collective efforts of everyone in the ITE
Family. Yet, it is also a reminder that we must continue to
collaborate with our stakeholders and industry partners to
co-create a better future for our students and adult learners.

Ms Low Khah Gek
Chief Executive Officer
Institute of Technical Education

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
ORGANISATIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Institute of Technical Education (ITE) was established as a post-secondary institution in April 1992, under
the Ministry of Education (MOE). We are the principal provider of Career and Technical Education (CTE) in
Singapore at the technician and semi-professional level, and a principal authority in developing National Skills
Certification and Standards to enhance Singapore’s workforce competitiveness, locally and globally.
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Organisational Environment

Role of ITE in Singapore’s Education System. We have an important social and economic role in
looking after 25% of secondary school students under Singapore’s Education System (see Figure 1). These
students are better at hands-on practical type of activities (ie. kinaesthetically-inclined) and have an important
a role in nation building in a resource-scarce country like Singapore.
Figure 1: ITE’s Role in Singapore’s Education & Training System
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Mission, Vision and Values. In fulfilling our roles, we are guided by our ITE MVV, known as the ITE
Heartbeat. The ITE Heartbeat under our current strategic plan, ITE Trailblazer (2015 – 2019), is as follows:
ITE Heartbeat (MVV)
Mission: To create opportunities for students and adult learners to acquire skills,
knowledge and values for employability and lifelong learning
Vision (2015 – 2019): A Trailblazer in Career and Technical Education
Values: Integrity, Teamwork, Excellence, and Care (ITE Care)

National ITE Certification System. We offer and certify a suite of courses and certificates that are
recognised by employers and local and international institutions of higher learning. Currently, our National ITE
Certificate (or Nitec in short) is pegged to the National Skills Standards and is recognised by industry. Under
the ITE Certification System, we offer 6 levels of certification (see Table 2), with Nitec and Higher Nitec as
the backbone upon which the rest of the certifications are designed.
Table 2: Types of ITE Certification
Type of ITE Certification

Mode

Target Groups

1

ITE Skills Certificate (ISC)

Most basic level qualification for participants with below
GCE ‘N’ level qualification, to prepare them for junior
operation-level jobs in industry.

2

Certificate of Competency (CoC)
(New)

Bite-size training courses that are focused on specific skill
sets in a specific industry area. They do not require formal
qualification for admission and target Singaporean workers
striving to upskill, side-skill or acquire new skills. CoCs are
pegged at beginner, intermediate and advanced levels.

3

Nitec

School leavers with GCE 'O' or ‘Normal (Academic)' [N(A)] /
‘Normal (Technical) [N(T)] levels, with prerequisite subjects.

4

Higher Nitec

School leavers with GCE 'O' or 'N(A)' levels, with
prerequisite subjects.

5

Technical Diploma
(With International Partners in
Germany and France)

ITE graduates with Higher Nitec and/or Nitec qualifications
(Currently, there are 3 Technical Diplomas, with the first one
offered in April 2008).

6

Work-Learn Technical Diploma
(WLTD) (New) (With employers)
(Started in April 2018)

ITE graduates with Higher Nitec and/or Nitec qualifications
and in-service workers with prerequisite skills.

Delivered under Pre-Employment Training (can be full-time on campus training or under ‘Traineeship’)
Delivered in modular form [except for CoC, which is of short duration (20 to 60 hours)], under Continuing Education and Training
Delivered in partnership with overseas institutions, under Pre-Employment Training
Delivered in partnership with employers, under Continuing Education and Training

Products and Services. Based on these certifications, our Key Products are courses categorised under (1)
full-time Pre-Employment Training (PET) for students and (2) Continuing Education & Training (CET) for
adult learners that comprise (i) individual learners who enrol for ITE programmes, and (ii) employees of
companies (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: ITE’s Key Products and Services
PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING (PET)

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND TRAINING (CET)

Students





Individual Learners

Full-Time Courses
(Nitec/Higher Nitec/TED)
• 2-Year Nitec
• 3-Year Nitec
• 2-Year Higher Nitec
• 2 – 2.5 Year Technical Diploma
• Direct Entry Scheme to Polytechnic
Programme (DPP) via Higher Nitec



ITE Skills Courses
(ISC/CoC(New)/Nitec/Higher
Nitec)



Short Courses



MOE Category ‘A’ Electives
[‘Taster Modules’ for Potential
Students in Normal Stream (Sec 2 –
4 )]

Traineeship Programme
(On-the-Job Training with company and
Off-the-Job Training in ITE)
(ISC/Nitec/Higher Nitec)



Workforce Skills Qualification
(WSQ) Courses



General Education
[For GCE ’N’ and ‘O’ subjects]

Employees of Companies



ITE Work-Learn Technical
Diploma (New)



ITE Skills Courses
(ISC/Nitec/Higher Nitec)
by Approved Training Centres
(ATCs) and Skills Assessment
Centres (SACs)



Short Courses
(including customised courses,
Joint ITE Certificates)



Train-the-Trainer to prepare
industry trainers and OJT
practitioners to instruct, coach,
assess and develop curriculum
and assessments for industry
training

Today, we offer 98 PET programmes, comprising 3 Technical Diplomas, 51 Higher Nitec and 44 Nitec
programmes, in diverse areas under 6 Schools – (1) Applied & Health Sciences, (2) Business & Services, (3)
Design & Media, (4) Electronics and Info-Communication Technology, (5) Engineering, and (6) Hospitality. These
courses are multi-disciplinary and broad-based to ensure that students are adaptable in an evolving economy.
They are also constantly reviewed and updated in response to industry changes. In addition, 26 courses under
the Traineeship mode are offered for those interested in an earn-and-learn scheme.
Our CET courses are diverse and wide-ranging. More than 480 of our CET modules are SkillsFuture CreditApproved Courses, where Singaporeans can use the $500 SkillsFuture credits given by the Government for these
courses.

‘One ITE System, Three Colleges’ Governance and Education Model.
ITE operates under a ‘One ITE System, Three Colleges’ Governance Model (see Figure 4), as follows:



‘One ITE System’ – Corporate HQ oversees overall policy issues and ITE-wide functions to deliver consistent
standards, quality programmes and successful graduates under ‘One ITE Brand’
‘Three Colleges’ – Colleges develop their own niche areas of excellence through their unique programmes
to enhance the attractiveness of ITE College Education
Figure 4: ‘One ITE System, Three Colleges’ Governance Model
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Under a 10-Year ITE Master Plan (2003-2013), the development of the 3 Colleges was as follows:




ITE College East – Opened in January 2005
ITE College West – Started operations in July 2010
ITE College Central – Opened in January 2013

Each College has a capacity of between 8,500 to 11,400 full-time students.

‘Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on™’ Education. Our education is holistic and emphasises the development
of well-rounded individuals through:


Hands-on training to equip our students with the required skill sets for employment



Minds-on learning to develop them into independent-thinking and flexible practitioners, equipped
to manage rapid changes in the environment



Hearts-on learning to develop ‘complete’ ITE students who have the passion for what they do, have
self-belief and who care for the community and society

These attributes underpin a comprehensive ITE education, where students integrate theory with practice
through coursework, industry exposure, projects and experiential learning. Through our education, we nurture
all-rounded Career-Ready, Life-Ready and World-Ready Graduates.

Real World, Real Work Learning. Our training is highly practice-oriented with courses designed in close
consultation with industry to ensure that graduates are equipped with work-ready skills relevant to changing
industry needs. Industry internship forms a key component of our technical education. We work with industry
to create authentic learning environment and facilities to mimic the ‘real world’ future workplace within our
Colleges.

Training Equipment and Facilities. Through collaboration with industry partners, we have set up authentic
learning facilities like the Healthcare Simulation Training Centre@CE, Amber@West Training Restaurant,
and Aerospace Hub@CC. To make learning more engaging, we have introduced innovative ways of teaching
and learning, through immersive AR and VR technology like the iCUBE that deploys 3D VR technology to
simulate authentic industry environment (eg. offshore oil rig platform, aircraft/airport) that is difficult to
physically simulate within campuses.
Students also enjoy a comprehensive range of facilities and amenities, such as modern workshops, laboratories,
smart IT classrooms, sports and recreational centres (gymnasia, indoor stadia and swimming pools), and
performing arts studios and theatres. These facilities offer students more than 100 Co-Curricular Activities.

Employee Profile. The strong support of our 2,500 professional and highly-engaged staff is critical to the
success of ITE. Our staff have a strong passion in the values of ITE, in particular, the care for students, most of
whom are ‘disadvantaged’ academically and economically.

Operating Environment. As a Statutory Board under MOE, constituted under the ITE Act (Cap 141A) on 1
April 1992. We are governed by a tripartite Board of Governors (BOG), appointed by the Minister for Education.
The ITE Board comprises representatives from the Government, Employers and the Unions. Besides being
accountable to MOE, we are also required to fulfil national manpower targets set by the National Manpower
Council (NMC) under a Whole-of-Government (WOG) approach.
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Organisational Relationships

Relationship with Parent Organisation. We are guided by broad national education policies and
directions set by MOE, and under the ITE Code of Corporate Governance. We are accountable to MOE for the
effective use of the Ordinary and Development Budgets allocated to carry out our roles and functions. Major
policy changes and reviews, such as Certification Systems (eg. Work-Learn Technical Diploma), course fees and
schemes of service, salary revisions, major service terms and conditions, are subject to the approval of MOE.
As part of our accountability to MOE, we submit our 5-year Strategic Plan, Annual ITE Work Plan and Scorecard,
Budget Plan and ITE Annual Report, to MOE. In addition, we undergo a 5-yearly comprehensive assessment
under the MOE-ITE Quality Assurance Framework (I-QAF) implemented since 2009.

Relationship with Customers. Our Key Customer segments comprise (1) Students in PET and (2) Adult

Learners in CET. Annually, we admit more than 25% of an annual school cohort that translates into an intake
of about 14,000 students and an annual enrolment of 28,000 in our PET programmes. For CET, we now offer
about 28,000 training places annually through our diverse CET courses.
Through on-going engagement of our PET and CET customers at all stages of their life cycle with ITE, as
well as continual review of our products and services, we have defined our customers’ needs as Hi-Tech,
Hi-Touch, Hi-Trust (as detailed in Figure 5).
Figure 5: Key Requirements of Customers

ORGANISATIONAL CHALLENGES

1

Competitive Environment

Unlike academic education, CTE is highly complex due to its rapidly-changing needs and the need to balance
multiple stakeholders’ demands and expectations [Government, Employers, Unions, Learners, Educators and
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Community]. At the system level, our success today can be attributed to strong Government support and heavy
investments in CTE. There is also strong Whole-of-Nation alignment and multi-level collaboration in terms of
planning and driving CTE forward. Internally for ITE, our key success factors include:





Consistency of purpose and pursuit of excellence by leaders and staff
Strong alignment of plans at all levels, coupled with diligent execution
Strong collaboration with key stakeholders and customers to drive win-win change and innovations
Strong culture (ie ITE Care) and emphasis on capability development to drive ITE’s transformation

2

Strategic Challenges

As a public post-secondary education institution with important social and economic mission, our challenges
are multi-fold. In trying to balance among national interests, industry’s needs, as well as student aspirations and
interests, our challenges can be summarised as the 3Rs as follows:
 Relevance – How do we anticipate, adapt and stay relevant to industry transformation in the Future
Economy, while ensuring that no one is left behind, as skills and technology become more complex and
uncertain?
 Responsiveness – How do we stay responsive to different stakeholders’ needs and expectations,
including catering to different learning needs of our students and adult learners, to prepare them for
the Future Economy?
 Resilience – How do we prepare and equip our students, graduates and staff to be resilient to constant
changes and disruptions in the future workplace?

3

Organisational Directions

Our Organisational Directions are broadly defined in the 4 Goals under our current Strategic Plan – ITE
Trailblazer (2015 – 2019), in support of our Vision to be ‘A Trailblazer in Career and Technical Education’.
ITE Trailblazer aims to empower students to broaden, master and deepen their skills throughout their lives and
to build meaningful careers. These will be achieved through the following Four Goals:

As we continue to push for new frontiers and innovations, the many awards (see Annex A) that we have received
over the years affirm our efforts and will continue to spur us to press on in our pursuit of total organisational
excellence.
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Annex A

KEY AWARDS
ORGANISATIONAL, PEOPLE, INNOVATION & INFRASTRUCTURE EXCELLENCE (2011 – 2018)

Name of Award
(A)
1

Year of
Award

Conferring/
Organising Body

GLOBAL AWARDS
2011

United Nations

a) Top Prize (Innovations in 3D Applied

2016

National Commission of the

b) Honourable Commendation (Joint Submission

2015

United Nations Public Service Award 2011
(Finalist) (‘ITE’s Transformation Plan’ in improving
the delivery of public services)

2

Wenhui (文晖) Award for Educational Innovation
Technologies for Skills Development)

People’s Republic of China for
UNESCO and UNESCO AsiaPacific Programme of

with MOE on ‘Specialised Schools for Secondary
School Students At Risk of Dropping Out’)

Educational Innovation for
Development (APEID)

3

Association for Talent Development Excellence in

2018

Association for Talent

Practice Award (Learning and Development

Development, United States of

Category) (Transformation of People Capabilities

America

through Total System Capability Programme)
4

Innovation of the Year Awards

a) Virtual Reality Rehabilitation System
b) Improve Learning for Visually-Impaired Student

2018

c) Development of Novel Magnesium Alloys for

2016

d) Percutaneous-Access-to-Kidney-Assist Device

2015

e) Puppetry Robotic Glove System for Stroke

2014

f)

Green Energy Mobile Office & School

2013

g) Medical Device Interactive Manufacturing

2012

h) Alternative Energy & Fuel-Efficient Eco-Friendly

2011

24th Asia Pacific Quality Organisation

2018

2017

League for Innovations in the
Community College, United
States of America

High Strength Applications
for Kidney Stone Surgery
Patients

Simulator
Cars

5

International ACE Teams Award Competition

Asia Pacific Quality
Organisation

(Student Attendance Performance System)

a) ‘3-Star’ Award
b) ‘Best for Leveraging Technology’ Award
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Year of
Award

Conferring/
Organising Body

Singapore Quality Award with Special

2011

SPRING Singapore

Commendation (SQA SC)

2018

Enterprise Singapore

2005

SPRING Singapore

Name of Award
(B)

LOCAL AWARDS
Organisational Excellence

6

(First Education Institution to win SQA SC Award)
Singapore Quality Award (SQA)
(First Education Institution to win SQA)
7

Public Service Premier Award

2011 & 2016

Prime Minister’s Office

(Top Tier Organisational Excellence Award in
Public Sector)
(First Education Institution to win this in 2011)
8

Singapore Innovation Class

2011

SPRING Singapore

2011

SPRING Singapore

2017

International Organisation for

(For Innovation Excellence)
9

Singapore Service Class
(For Service Excellence)

10

ISO 9001 Certification for ITE’s Quality
Management System for Academic Programmes

(Renewal)

(For PET Programmes since 2002. Expanded to include

Since 2002

Standardisation

CET Programmes since 2012)
11

2014 PS21 ExCEL Award – ‘Most Innovative

2014

Prime Minister’s Office

2018

National Trades Union

Project/Policy’ (Gold) Award (Puppetry Robotic
Glove System for Stroke Patients)
12

Digital Learning Transformation Award

Congress

People Excellence
13

Best Employers in Singapore 2011

2011

Aon Hewitt International

14

People Developer

2011

SPRING Singapore

(For People Excellence)

15

Human Capital Breakthrough Distinction Award

16

Singapore HR Awards:
a) Corporate HR Champion Award (Pinnacle)
b) Corporate HR Award
c) HR Advocate Awards in:

(Renewal)
Since 2000
2013

Human Capital Singapore

2014

Singapore Human Resources

2012 & 2014

Institute

2014
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Name of Award

Year of
Award

Conferring/
Organising Body

- Strategic HR
- HR Communications & Branding
d) Leading HR Practices in Strategic HR Award
e) Leading HR Practices in Learning and Human
Capital Development Award (Special Mention)

2014

f) Leading HR Practices in HR Communications
& Branding Award

2012 & 2014

g) Leading HR Practices in Corporate Social
Responsibility Award

2012 & 2014

h) Leading HR Practices in Manpower Resourcing
& Planning Award (Special Mention)

2014

i) Leading HR Practices in Employee Relations &
People Management Award

2012 & 2014

j) Leading HR Practices in Quality Work-life,
Physical & Mental Well-being
k) Leading HR Practices in Performance
Management (Special Mention)
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2012 & 2014

2014
2012 & 2014

l) Leading HR Practices in Talent Management,
Retention & Succession Planning (Special
Mention)

2014

May Day 2014 Award – Plaque of Commendation

2014

(Gold)
18

May Day Model Partnership Award 2015 –

National Trades Union
Congress

2015

Management Category (for strong partnerships

National Trades Union
Congress

with AUPE in improving productivity through
upskilling of staff and shaping a resilient and
adaptable workforce)
19

20

Singapore HEALTH Award
a) Corporate Achievement Award (Highest)

2017

b)

2012

Platinum

Tripartite Alliance Award 2018 (Fair and
Progressive Employment Practices)

2018

Health Promotion Board

Ministry of Manpower,
National Trades Union
Congress & Singapore
National Employers’
Federation

Infrastructure Excellence
21

ASEAN Energy Awards (New & Existing Buildings

2015

ASEAN Centre for Energy

Category) (ITE HQ & College Central@Ang Mo Kio)

9

Name of Award
22

Universal Design (UD) Mark Platinum Award

Year of
Award
2015

(ITE HQ & College Central@Ang Mo Kio Building

Conferring/
Organising Body
Building Construction
Authority

Design)
23

Construction Productivity (Platinum) Award

2013

(Institutional Buildings Category)
24

Construction Excellence Award 2014

Building and Construction
Authority

2014

(Institutional Building Category)

Building Construction
Authority

(ITE HQ & College Central@Ang Mo Kio)
25

Singapore Institute of Architects Architectural

2013

Design Award 2013 (Educational Buildings)

Singapore Institute of
Architects

Environmental Excellence
26

President’s Award for the Environment 2014

2014

(Highest environmental accolade for environmental

Ministry of Environment and
Water Resources

and water resource sustainability in Singapore)
27

28

29

Green Mark Platinum Award

Building Construction

(Energy efficiency and sustainability in buildings)

Authority

a) College East

Since 2018

b) ITE HQ & College Central

Since 2012

c) College West

Since 2009

ISO:14001 Environmental Management System

2017

Certification

(Renewal)

a) ITE HQ & College Central

Since 2014

b) College East & College West

Since 2013

Landscape Excellence Assessment Framework

International Organisation for
Standardisation

2017

National Parks Board

2013

Singapore Environment

(LEAF) Certification
(College East in designing and implementing
ecologically-friendly landscapes)
30

Lee Foundation Singapore Environmental
Achievement Award (Public Sector)

31

NParks Skyrise Greenery Award 2013

Council
2013

National Parks Board

(Excellence for ITE HQ & College Central)
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Name of Award

Year of
Award

Conferring/
Organising Body

Community Contributions
32

Singapore Experience Awards

2011 & 2013

Singapore Tourism Board

(Best Education Experience) (College West)
33

Singapore International Maritime Awards 2015

2015

(Special Mention)

Maritime and Port Authority
of Singapore

(Commendable contributions to the growth of
Maritime Singapore)
34

NS Advocate Award

2015 & 2018

Ministry of Defence &
Ministry of Home Affairs

35

Distinguished Defence Partner Award

36

Minister for Defence Award

2009 – 2012

Ministry of Defence

2013

Ministry of Defence

2013

Ministry of Home Affairs

(Highest accolade conferred to employers)
37

Minister for Home Affairs Award
(Highest tier of the Home Team National Service

(Singapore Police Force &

Award for Employers)

Singapore Civil Defence Force)

38

Distinguished Home Team Partner Award

39

National Youth Achievement Award (NYAA)

2009 – 2012
2016

Distinguished Partnership Award

Ministry of Home Affairs
National Youth Achievement
Award Council

(ITE’s commitment and efforts in developing young
people in Singapore over the years)
40

SHARE Programme Award
(Contributions to Community in Need)

41

a) Charity Silver

2018

National Council of Social

b) Gold and 15-Year Outstanding SHARE Award

2017

Service

c) Gold and 10-Year Outstanding SHARE Award

2012

d) Gold and Special Events Gold Award

2011

e) Gold

2003 – 2016

People’s Association Community Partnership

2011 – 2017

People’s Association

Excellence Awards
a) ITE as Overall Institution (2013)
b) College Central (2014, 2016, 2017 & 2018)
c) College East (2011 – 2017)
d) College West (2011 – 2014, 2016 – 2017)
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LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP
1.1 SENIOR LEADERSHIP (50 PTS)

A

Develops the organisation’s mission, vision and values, and communicates
them to key stakeholders

Leading in a Changing CTE Landscape
Senior leaders in ITE comprise CEO, 3 Deputy CEOs and 3 Principals. Collectively, they form ITE’s Senior
Management (SM). Together as a team, they set their sights on the future, while staying focused on ITE’s Mission,
Vision and Values (MVV) (known as ITE Heartbeat).
As, leaders helming the national CTE system – a critical
pillar of Singapore’s economic and social strategies – the
roles of SM are multi-faceted and challenging. Driven by
a strong sense of mission, SM, as a team, exemplifies
purposeful leadership (see Figure 1) with their
commitment to:

Figure 1: ITE’s Leadership Model

 Inspire, with Purpose (MVV) – They create a clear
and compelling purpose to rally staff, while
balancing the different imperatives facing ITE in the
changing CTE landscape.
 Engage, with ITE Care – They stay tuned to the
‘voices’ of staff, customers and key stakeholders, by
actively engaging them, whilst anchored on ITE Care
values to build trust and win-win relationships.
 Innovate, with Alignment – They lead in many of
ITE innovations in systems, products and services.
They also ensure that we align ITE’s training with
national directives and that there is internal
alignment of our people and systems under the
‘One ITE System, Three Colleges’ Governance Model.
 Excel, with Capabilities – They ensure our students and graduates are equipped with the right skills,
knowledge and values for future careers, life and world. They develop and renew the capabilities of staff
and organisation to be in time for changes and disruptions.
Together, the purposeful leadership philosophy and beliefs have guided SM in leading ITE successfully through 5
Waves of Transformation under the 5-yearly strategic roadmaps. To develop our purpose (MVV), SM adopts an
‘outside-in’ and ‘inside-out’ approach in its review of MVV, done every 5 years in conjunction with the strategic
planning process. To ensure relevance and robustness of its review, SM also formed a dedicated Strategic
Planning Committee (SPC), chaired by CEO, to formulate our 5-yearly strategic roadmaps. The latest strategic
roadmap went through an intensive year-long consultative process, with active ‘inside-out’ listening to all key
stakeholders. Through Focus Groups, Dialogues and e-Forum, some 500 staff and stakeholders were involved in
the formulation of ITE’s fifth strategic plan – ITE Trailblazer (2015 – 2019) (see Category 3).
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Today, our ITE MVV are as follows:
The ITE Heartbeat
Mission: To create opportunities for students and adult learners to acquire skills, knowledge
and values for employability and lifelong learning.
Vision (2015 – 2019): A Trailblazer in Career and Technical Education
Values: Integrity, Teamwork, Excellence, and Care (ITE Care)

SM communicates the MVV and ITE Trailblazer extensively to all staff and stakeholders (see Figure 2), for common
understanding and commitment by all. In 2019, SM has started the envisioning of ITE’s sixth strategic plan to
position ITE for the changes and challenges ahead beyond 2020.

Figure 2: Engagement and Communication of ITE Heartbeat (MVV)
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B

Engages key stakeholders to drive the organisation’s performance

To achieve our Vision, SM co-opts key stakeholders in designing and implementing various initiatives under our
strategic plan. Such engagement allows us to leverage on the resources and expertise of our stakeholders to drive
greater change and success. Examples include:
 Key Agencies. Through working closely with key agencies [EDB, MOM, SSG and various Trade Associations
and Chambers, we ensure our training ‘outputs’ are aligned with Singapore’s current and future skilled
manpower needs in key industry clusters, including emerging sectors identified by the economic agencies.
 Industry Partners. Our extensive and deep collaboration with industry partners and employers has enabled
us to identify, design and update our courses in time for industry changes, including obtaining latest
updates on technological developments and sponsorships of equipment and software. Another example is
working with employers to implement our Enhanced Internship Programme (EIP), whereby students
spend 3-6 months in industry to gain valuable real work experience and important life skills. We also work
closely with industry partners to co-deliver the new Work-Learn Technical Diplomas (WLTD).
 International Partners. Through our strong network of overseas partners, we have learnt and adopted
many best practices;, introduced a new learning pathway for our students via 3 Technical Engineer Diplomas
in collaboration with globally-renowned institutions in Germany and France; and facilitated staff and
student overseas exchanges.
 School Partners. Annually, we proactively reach out to more than 17,000 secondary school students (our
potential customers), through school-based presentations and 9,600 students through campus visits to ITE
and our Experience ITE Programme (2-day ITE immersion programme) for them to experience the practicebased training of ITE and our authentic learning environment.
 Media. For Media, we proactively engage them to share and pitch key
policies and updates on ITE and interesting profiles/stories, including
news conference to share our strategic plans. A recent impactful
outcome of our strong media engagement was the production of a 4weekly episode of ‘ITE: Making the Grade’ by MediaCorp, shown
under the ‘On The Red Dot’ series on Channel NewsAsia in Dec 2017.
The show generated highly positive online comments from viewers
from all walks of life, and spotlighted the real-life struggles of ITE
students and how they have benefitted from their learning in ITE.

C

Acts as role models and grooms future leaders

In developing and grooming future leaders, SM focuses on 2 key aspects – instilling right values and
building right capabilities. They set examples by:
 Championing Total Organisational Excellence (TOE) in ITE, aligned with the WOG Public Sector
Transformation (PST) movement and national drive for Business Excellence. They chair all OE Committees
and champion all OE initiatives, including academic quality assurance, productivity improvement,
digitalisation, as well as innovation and service excellence.
 Acting as ITE’s Advocates in championing ITE’s causes and seeking industry partnerships for new
technology areas, capability development and/or internship opportunities.
 According high importance to staff capability development, by setting up the ITE Academy, driving Total
System Capability (TSC) and Total Organisational Capability (TOC) to uplift staff’s professional
capability; and working with Colleges to formulate Digital & Technology Roadmaps to prepare staff for
technological advancements and changes in the future workplace.
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 Supporting all Club ITE (Staff Club) activities, including CSR, health and well-being events, to develop a
happy, healthy and harmonious ITE Family.
 Championing ITE Care at ITE events (eg. ITE Care Festival, Innovation Fiesta, ITE Awards Night and ITE
Teachers’ Conference).
Besides instilling the right values, SM also develops its future pipeline, through personal coaching, succession
planning and leadership development (eg. Great Leadership Programme; Leaders in Governance Programme,
Senior Management Programme by the LKY School of Public Policy, as well as our unique REAL Leadership Series
where we invite C-suite leaders and industry captains to share about leadership skills and challenges).
All SM and the Directorate Team go through common leadership profiling (DISC and Great Leaders 360 Profiling)
for them to understand and enhance their leadership styles and work as a collaborative team. They also attend
annual planning and leadership teambuilding events to demonstrate the ‘One ITE’ spirit, such as the 2-day
residential Strategic Review Workshop involving all Directorate staff, Corporate Review Forum, Annual
Management-Union Games, Family Day, Dinner & Dance (D&D) and other Inter-establishment Games and Club
ITE activities.

1.2 ORGANISATION CULTURE (40 PTS)

A

Develops a culture that supports the organisation’s mission, vision and values
to drive growth

Held dearly by staff, our unique ITE Care (Integrity, Teamwork, Excellence and Care)
values (first developed in 2003) have undergone many rounds of review. Each time we
revisited the values, we received resounding support from staff to retain these values.
Today, ITE Care culture has become a hallmark of ITE’s brand of education and a way of life
in ITE. Although deeply entrenched, culture building continues to be an ongoing process
for us to induct new staff and remind existing staff on what we stand for and our purpose,
especially in light of rapid technological changes and disruptions.
To strengthen awareness of the values, SM led in the A.C.T. (Align. Collaborate. Trust) with ITE Values Seminars
for leadership staff, with the Chair and Deputy Chair of the BOG’s Establishment (HR) Committee sharing their
insights and real stories at these seminars. Respective SM members led separate ‘Heart-to-Heart’ Values
Conversations with all their staff, and shared their beliefs and experiences, with real-life case studies to reinforce
the desired values amongst staff.
In the Public Service Employee Engagement Survey (EES) conducted in 2016, ITE scored a high 78% on the
dimension ‘Values’, exceeding Public Sector norm (75%), reflecting that our Values are highly entrenched in ITE.
As a result, our staff are also highly passionate and engaged, as seen from the high Staff Engagement Index of
86%, among the top-performing organisations, and substantially higher than the norms for Whole Public Sector
(80%), National (76%) and even higher than the Global High Performing Companies (85%).

B

Translates values into desired employee behaviours to enable innovation,
learning and achieve the organisation’s goals

To ensure alignment of values across all levels, SM articulates the desired behaviours expected of staff, and
reinforces these behaviours through consistent policies, practices and programmes (see examples in Table 3).
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Table 3: Policies, Practices and Behaviours to Promulgate Values

ITE Care

We work with integrity to achieve excellence as a team, caring for all whom we serve
Values

Belief Statements

Practices and Programmes

Integrity

We are honest and
sincere in our words and
actions towards others





‘Integrity’ measured in Staff Appraisal
ITE Code of Conduct for Staff
Open communication on organisational changes and developments (staff
& public)

Teamwork

We work and help each
other as a team so that
we can achieve more







‘Teamwork’ measured in Staff Appraisal
100% staff participation in Innovation Teams
Cross-functional Committees/Project Teams
Establishment Teambuilding events
Team Awards for Innovation & Learning Circle (ILC) Projects/Industry
Projects
Annual Inter-establishment & Management-Union Games



Excellence

We strive to give our best
in everything we do to
add value to our students
and stakeholders
Innovation & Quality
Policy
We provide innovative
and quality career and
technical education for
our students and
stakeholders

Care

We care for our staff,
students and
stakeholders, the
community and
environment
Service Commitment
We serve our students,
stakeholders and the
public from the heart









‘Excellence’ measured in Staff Appraisal
Key OE Building Blocks overseen by SM
Benchmarking, Study Visits & Conferences
Innovation Panel (IP) and Fund
Total Organisational Capability (TOC)/ Career Milestone
Programmes/Digital & Technology Roadmaps
CEO Innovation Awards & Individual/Teams/Establishment Awards
Industry Solutioning through Technology Development Centres (see
Category 5.1)

Staff
 Annual ITE Care Festival
 Values Seminar/Workshops (eg. ‘A.C.T. with Values’ Seminars, ‘Heartto-Heart ‘Values Conversation led by SM)
Students
 Taskforce to Reduce Student Attrition
 Education & Financial Assistance Schemes
 ITE Endowment Fund
 ITE Student Care Framework
 ECG Counsellors & Career Services Centres to help students with
education choices
 Learning environment that support Special Education Needs (SEN)
Students
Community

Corporate Social &
Environmental
Responsibility Ethos
We use our resources and
skills to care for the
community and the
environment

a)




Local Community
GiFTS (Giving Fun, Time & Skills) Programme
ITE Fiesta (Open House for Community)
College CSR Projects [eg. BRITE Home Programme with all CDCs; Walk for
Rice; Happy Bellies (Soup Project); Silver Connection (IT Basic Skills
Training)]

b)




International Community
International TVET Conferences organised by ITE
Sharing of ITE’s TVET System with Overseas Visitors
International TVET Collaborations and Projects in Developing
Countries

Environment
 Environmental & Sustainability Initiatives (ESI)
 Green Projects & Competitions by Students
 ITE Eco Conference
 Green Buildings and Energy Efficiency and Water Conservation
 Reduce, Reuse & Recycle Practices / Earth Hour/ Green Warrior
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C

Embraces organisational change for sustainability

Ensuring adaptability of our culture towards changes and disruptions is critical for our continuity as an
organisation. SM creates the capacity and braces staff early for changes by:
 Looking beyond current changes in the environment to identify longer-term challenges ahead, and guiding
the formulation of our 5-yearly strategic plan to chart a compelling Vision.
 Conducting annual organisational review and planning to celebrate key achievements and set the annual
direction and key priorities ahead; and aligning all annual Establishment-level Work Plans and Functional
Plans with the ITE-level Work Plan and Scorecards, to ensure clear line of sight by all (see Category 3).
 Carrying out Strategic Manpower Review and Forward HR Planning to forecast ITE’s future HR needs, based
on our strategic directions, priorities, future enrolment and HR analytics.
 Investing in staff capability development (eg. TOC, Digital & Technology Roadmaps) to ensure our staff
have the right skill sets and mindset for changes and disruptions (see Category 4).
 Most importantly, engaging staff and key stakeholders early to be part of the change process and
partnering Unions on all key changes and initiatives affecting staff, to ensure collective understanding and
support to prepare staff ahead of major changes.

1.3 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (30 PTS)

A

Establishes a governance system to ensure accountability and transparency

As a public agency, we have a strong governance system overseen by an independent and tripartite ITE
Board of Governors (BOG) appointed by MOE to ensure balanced consideration of the needs of all ITE
stakeholders and provide strategic oversight of ITE. The Board’s roles and responsibilities are governed
by the ITE Act and the ITE Code of Corporate Governance, including a Code of Ethics for BOG to
ensure no conflict of interests in key decisions made. We maintain business transparency through 5yearly MOE-ITE Quality Assurance Framework (I-QAF) by MOE to ensure accountability and effective
use of resources (since 2009); and publishing of Annual Report on ITE website. As part of business
sustainability, we review our 5-yearly strategic plan annually and formulate ITE Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) Plan which is overseen by the BOG [Audit & Risk Committee (ARC)], plus Internal
and External Audits of ITE’s systems and processes.

B

Implements policies and involves stakeholders to contribute to the community
and the environment

ITE Mission is, in itself, a social mission that affects Singapore and beyond. Besides skilling our workforce
for the future economy, we also leverage on our skills to contribute to our community and environment.
This commitment is reflected in our CSR Ethos – We use our resources and skills to care for the
community and environment. Our CSR Framework (see Figure 4) anchors on four tenets – (a) Corporate
Governance & Ethics, (2) Community, (3) Environment, (4) Global Human Capital Development.
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Figure 4: ITE’s CSR Framework
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CUSTOMERS

CUSTOMERS
2.1 CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS (30 PTS)

A

Segments markets and customers and understands their current and future
requirements

Market and Customer Segments
Aligned to national imperatives and clearly
articulated in ITE’s mission, our customers
are segmented broadly into 2 key groups –
Students in Pre-Employment Training
(PET) and Adult Learners in Continuing
Education & Training (CET). The profile and
needs of the 2 broad segments are different,
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Differentiated Profile of Customers

Secondary school leavers taking up Preemployment Training are kinaesthetic learners
who are mostly from the Normal Streams and
may not have had many opportunities for success
and holistic development. They enrol with a
range of abilities, so ITE has to provide
differentiated levels and pace of learning to
ensure all students have an excellent chance of
graduating successfully.
These students also require a holistic learning
journey, with more intervention so that they
graduate with more than just technical skills. This
will give them the best chance to contribute
effectively at the workplace.
Adult learners, on the other hand, have a wide
range of interests. Some look for focused
technical learning delivered intensively to
support their career progression or career
transformation. Others seek to learn new skills,
especially using their SkillsFuture Credit accounts.
Yet others are sponsored by their employers so
the learning needs are determined by these
employers. Learning options are delivered in
ABC format – Accessible, Bite-size and
Convenient – modules at night or weekend
classes to improve convenience to the learners.
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Proactive Listening for Sensing and Analyses of National, Strategic and Learner
Imperatives to Determine Requirements
As a government body with the mandate to provide CTE courses and solutions to meet the skilled manpower
needs of the economy, ITE does not only listen to customers. We also actively collaborate with other public bodies
under a WOG approach, not only on future skills and manpower needs, but also teaching and learning needs.
Importantly, ITE also seeks information from employers, industry bodies and other stakeholders, including the
general public, as well as from internal constituents – our staff, graduates and current students.
Information is sourced through various listening posts (see Figure 2), and analysed and distilled at Senior and
Middle-management platforms, leading to the recognition of key customer requirements that are categorised
as ‘Hi-Tech, Hi-Touch, Hi-Trust’ ITE designs products and services to meet not just customers, but varied
stakeholders’ needs as well, using broad sensing and deep analyses. This collaborative and comprehensive
approach has led to impressively high levels of satisfaction among PET and CET customers, and among employers
who take in ITE graduates.
Figure 2: Determining Customer Requirements
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Emerging Challenges

ITE already offers a comprehensive suite of learning options under CET – through formal Skills Courses in
Services and Technology, Short Courses (for personal development and enrichment), General Education (academic
courses), and Industry-based training, targeting those who need skills upgrading or re-training, and those who
may have missed academic education when they were younger.
To further enhance our CET options, we have established partnerships with SSG, unions and employer associations
to launch short courses targeted at PMETs, especially, and others in employment. Moving away from training for
repair and maintenance skills, ITE is offering a new series of CET courses in emerging and critical skill sets, starting
with new Certificate of Competency (CoC) courses in Urban Solutions from 2018. (64 CoC courses as at Feb 2019)
We also partner with the National Silver Academy and the Council for Third Age to provide courses and training
for the Silver Generation.

B

Incorporates market and customer requirements into the
strategic plans

In addition to the Discussion and Planning Platforms described in Figure 2, the information gained through
listening posts and other sources is assessed and considered for use in our strategic and annual planning at
organisational and establishment levels.
Examples of improvements made since 2011 under our Strategic and Corporate Plans to respond to new needs
of customer requirements, in tandem with external trends developments, are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Innovations Arising from Engagement of Customers
and Stakeholders Included in Strategic Plans
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2.2 CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE (40 PTS)

A

Incorporates customer expectations in designing touch points, products,
processes and services

Based on the comprehensive data from customers, partners and stakeholders (see Category 2.1), full-time PET
students are provided with a holistic education journey (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Holistic Education Journey

First contact is made when prospective students are still in secondary school, necessitating close collaboration
with MOE and MOE schools. Students are familiarised with ITE through a series of programmes, while
information gathering occurs at a more organisation level. ITE also keeps in contact with its graduates and
alumni, not just to track their employment experience, career development and prospects, and post-ITE
upgrading and academic progression, but also to offer assistance in their job search.
While at ITE, student experience is rich and exciting (see Figure 5). Bearing in mind our students’ kinaesthetic
learning style and their home background, we created a holistic ‘Hands-on, Minds-on, Hearts-on™’ Education
Experience for them. This has a significant impact on students’ satisfaction and success.
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Figure 5: ‘Hands-on, Minds-on, Heart-onTM’ Education

B

Ensures customer feedback is addressed and analysed

To gather information from students and adult learners, we leverage on 2 key platforms, viz., Voice of Student
Surveys and Student Feedback Surveys, segmented by Colleges and Schools. Senior Management at the
Academic Council (AC) deliberates the information for trends, comparisons and improvements. The AC also
deliberates the introduction of new courses, changes to curriculum, and all other course and learning-related
feedback from stakeholders.
Besides these surveys, ITE also gathers feedback from graduates, such as Surveys of Graduates’ Employment
Experience (after 6 months, 5 years, and 10 years of graduation), and Analysis of Completion Rates, to understand
why students attrite, address the issues and propose interventions to improve success rates.
Feedback and trend data are consolidated and presented via an ‘Annual Consolidation of Customers’ Feedback’
to the Organisational Excellence Steering Committee (OESC), chaired by CEO. In dealing with members of the
public, ITE follows the WOG ‘No Wrong Door’ policy in that every ITE staff has the responsibility to ensure customer
satisfaction and manage customer feedback. Our SCORE Feedback Resolution Framework (see Figure 6)
outlines feedback channels available and provides guidelines on roles and responsibilities of staff, to ensure
effective and prompt resolution of customer feedback, including measures for preventing future occurrences. An
online iCARE System supports the Framework by recording, routing and tracking all feedback received, including
key learning points.
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Figure 6: ITE SCORE Feedback Resolution Framework

C

Provides ease of access for customers to seek assistance and information to
enhance the customer experience
Figure 7: Avenues and Contacts Points

An ITE graduate, whether PET or CET,
remains in the ITE family for life. (See
Figure 7 for the multiple touch points
in the different stages of students’ and
graduates’ learning journey with ITE.)
In designing various customer touch
points, we give careful consideration
to the unique needs and expectations
of our customers. With touch points
that are easily accessible, we start to
win over potential students while they
are still in secondary school and
ensure that the ‘Voice of Customer’ is
heard throughout the student life
cycle with ITE, even after their
graduation. Besides general access
channels, such as ITE Website,
Customer & Visitor Centres (CVCs),
Student Care Centres at all 3 Colleges
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and QSM Hotlines, we also have in place multiple avenues for students at different phases of the cycle, viz, before
they apply to ITE, during their enrolment, in their course of training and after their graduation.

D

Sets performance standards at customer touch points to ensure consistent
service delivery

As an education institution, the customer touch points that matter most are those related to teaching and
learning. ITE’s Student’s Satisfaction Rate is derived from a composite of dimensions (such as Teaching
Effectiveness and Quality of Training Equipment) that aligned with the ISO 9001 Quality Objectives for
Curriculum Delivery.
As part of education outcomes, our academic staff also endeavour to build purpose and motivation for
students to complete their education at ITE. As such, the Student Success Rate and, conversely, the Student
Attrition Rate, are crucial as indicators of customer success. Notwithstanding ITE’s high Success Rate
compared to international benchmarks, ITE continues to set a high stretch target of 90%. This ensures that
management and staff are continually challenged to focus even on the lowest band of achievers to ensure
they graduate towards a better life and a better future. Between 2012 and 2017, Student Success Rate
increased by a significant 4% points.
In addition, ITE uses customer service standards that are consistent with the WOG, and which apply to customers
and the public alike. These are embedded in the Feedback Resolution Framework. ITE’s Service Standards are
shared with all staff in the ITE Knowledge Hub as a Service from the Heart publication epitomising the service
commitment from all ITE staff.

2.3 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION (30 PTS)

A

Determines and improves customer satisfaction for various customer segments

Given ITE’s national role to provide skilled manpower to the economy, satisfaction of customers and related
stakeholders are determined towards achieving Singapore’s economic needs. Customers, therefore, provide their
feedback on their learning experience at ITE, whereas employers provide feedback on the quality of the ITE
graduates they employ. Examples of key dimensions measured in terms of customer satisfaction for different
segments are shown below.
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Figure 8: Determination of Customer Satisfaction on
Teaching and Learning

B

Figure 9: Employer
Satisfaction Indicators

Determines current and future drivers of customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction remains a vital measure of the effectiveness of the organisation. Once the students have
joined, whether PET or CET, ITE has to deliver an exceptional experience. While bound to national education
policies, ITE has significant leeway in determining the design and delivery of learning. It is important to understand
what makes our customers happy, while meeting our obligation to national planning. Unlike faster moving
industries, like the retail industry, the public education sector is less vulnerable to fads and sudden swings. As such,
the difference between current and future drivers is less distinct.
Ultimately, we have to ensure that our graduates are ready to be employed and contribute to the economy
immediately upon graduation. This requires that we are always ahead in understanding future market and
technology needs in order to ensure future satisfaction of current customers, as well as satisfaction among future
customers. The wide range of platforms to determine customers’ requirements (see Figure 2) shows the high level
of discussion and consultation with partners and stakeholders, as well as the general public, to gather information.
We use the preferences of current customers, too, for this purpose and sense making of what they need.

C

Incorporates customer insights and feedback into the strategic
improvement plans

Customer and stakeholder inputs are discussed by Senior Management at the Executive Committee (ExCo), AC
and OESC, as well as the Principals’ Dialogue and middle-management meetings. At the executive level, the
‘Annual Consolidation of Customer Requirements, Feedback & Trends’ (covering all customer groups,
partners and stakeholders) serves as an important document in the formulation of our Strategic Plan and Annual
Work Plan. This is also done at the College level, where feedback gathered at the various dialogue sessions with
students serves as a crucial information source for improvement plans. They are reviewed by respective Process
Owners and the College Excellence and Management Committees for continual learning and improvement, as
part of establishment and functional work plans. Besides the college dialogue sessions, CEO/Principal/DCE
dialogues with staff and students are regularly conducted. The feedback has led to the implementation of various
customer-focused strategies and improvement plans that are driven to meet customer requirements and create a
positive customer experience.
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Analysing information gathered from the many platforms has provided ITE with some top-level insights, such as
the aspirational needs among PET students for more progression opportunities and a growing desire for more
compact, or bite-size, learning modules among CET students. ITE has also recognised the need to better match
aptitude of applicants to courses during enrolment, rather than relying on results-based admission alone, which is
in line with providing focused educational career guidance in secondary schools.
An example of how customer satisfaction and feedback has been incorporated into our ITE Trailblazer Plan is our
response to the Government’s Smart Nation initiative and the increasing use of technology by our students in
everything they do. These are reflected in Programme 8 (Authentic & Innovative Learning Spaces) and Programme
10 (Enterprise e-Learning System & Delivery) of our ITE Trailblazer Plan. These programmes have driven the
implementation of new initiatives like Discipline-Specific Pedagogies, ICT-enabled Pedagogy, BYOD and
MyConnexion, an enterprise-wide learning system.
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STRATEGY

STRATEGY
3.1 STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT (40 PTS)

A

Determines organisational challenges and anticipates external changes
and risks

Through Senior Management’s (SM) purposeful leadership, ITE has undergone 5 Waves of Transformation since
1992. With the Government’s sustained heavy investments in this sector, ITE has thrived primarily because of our
ability to stay relevant, responsive and resilient to changes in national manpower requirements.
In trying to balance among national interests, industry’s needs, as well as students’ aspirations and interests, our
challenges can be summarised as 3Rs:
 Relevance – How do we anticipate, adapt and stay relevant to industry transformation in the
Future Economy, while ensuring that no one is ‘left behind’, as skills and technology become more
complex and uncertain?
 Responsiveness – How do we stay responsive to different stakeholders’ needs and expectations,
including catering to different learning needs of our students and adult learners, to prepare them
for the Future Economy?
 Resilience – How do we prepare and equip our students, graduates and staff to be resilient to
constant changes and disruptions in the future workplace?

B

Develops long and short-term strategies to achieve organisational goals

As part of ITE’s purposeful leadership, SM drives and charts ITE’s future directions. Besides on-going sensing, SM
allocates resources and time to focus on the formulation of our long-term strategic plan every 5 years. This is
driven by a Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) chaired by CEO, and supported by 4 to 5 Strategic Future
Groups (SFGs), each focusing on different sub-themes and responsible for formulating Goal, Strategies and
Programmes to address the sub-themes.
We adopt the EDGE Strategic Planning Model (see Figure 1) to formulate our strategic plans. SM provides
leadership by defining broad parameters and directions, while the SFGs, staff, customers and stakeholders
contribute to and build on the plan through extensive participation.
Adopting both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approaches, the planning process of the current 5-year roadmap
stretched over a year, from 2014-2015, and is renewed annually. It entails a wide spectrum of activities – from
environmental scanning, to input gathering, strategy formulation, resource planning, communication and
engagement, implementation and monitoring, and annual reviews.
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Figure 1: EDGE Strategic Planning Process

ITE Trailblazer (2015-2019) is our 5th strategic plan. It is a ‘rolling’ plan borne out of the evolving and changing
CTE landscape, with the bold Vision to build ITE into A Trailblazer in Career and Technical Education. The Plan
is dynamic, building on foundations laid by earlier plans, yet evolving to incorporate new developments in the
changing industry and workforce landscape and Public Sector Transformation. It comprises 4 Goals and supported
by 8 Strategies, as follows:
Goal 1 – Adaptive System, Dynamic Curriculum
Goal 2 – Engaging Pedagogy, Empowered Learning
Goal 3 – Holistic Experience, Well-Rounded Students
Goal 4 – Strategic Collaboration, Passionate People

As we approach the end of ITE Trailblazer by end 2019, SM has already initiated the Strategic Planning Process
to develop the long-term vision, goals and strategies for the next wave (2020 – 2024).
To support ITE Trailblazer’s long-term goals and strategies, we also formulate short-term Annual ITE Work Plan
(WP) outlining our Strategic Thrusts, Strategic Programmes and Targets (ITE Scorecard) for the year ahead.
The annual ITE WP identifies new and innovative initiatives that can help advance our long-term goals and
strategies. It is further cascaded to all HQ Wings and Colleges, through the Establishment Work Plans, supported
by key Functional Work Plans (eg. Intake & Admission Plan, Curriculum Review Plans, Marketing & Publicity Plan,
Staffing Plans, Staff Capability Development Plans, Budget Plans) (see Figure 2). Through highly integrated and
aligned planning at all levels, SM creates a clear line of sight for staff across all establishments and ensures
coherence in all our strategies, programmes and deployment.
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Figure 2: Integrated Planning Framework

C

Engages key stakeholders in the strategy development process

To ensure that we incorporate the current and future needs of our customers, key stakeholders and staff into our
strategic plan, we engage them extensively before, during and after the formulation process. All in, more than 500
staff and stakeholders were directly involved in the EDGE process, via Thought Leaders Panel, Focus Groups, Staff
and Student Conversations and eForum.

3.2 STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION (40 PTS)

A

Develops and implements long- and short-term action plans

The long-term strategic plan is operationalised through 22 Programmes and a 5-year Implementation Plan, with
clear milestones, key deliverables and KPIs for each programme. To ensure commitment and success, each
programme has a Programme Sponsor and Programme Owner, and co-owned with relevant internal stakeholders.
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The 5-year roadmap sets the broad direction for the annual ITE Work Plan (WP). Our annual planning commences
with a 2-day residential Senior Management Strategic Review Workshop (SRW) attended by all Heads of
Establishment (HOEs). The annual strategic focus identified at the SRW sets the directions for further discussions
at various planning platforms, including the annual ITE Work Plan Seminar (WPS) held at ITE-wide level, before
finalising the Annual ITE WP for the endorsement of the ITE Board. Once approved, the Annual ITE WP will be
cascaded to staff via mass communication, as well as Establishment-level Work Plan Seminars. With the strategic
priorities identified in the ITE WP, Key Functional Plans (including Budget Plan) will be formulated to support the
Annual WP.

B

Manages organisational risks associated with plans

Over the years, ITE has adopted a proactive approach towards enterprise risks, complementing our strategic plans
and management systems, to ensure that we have the capability to deal with both foreseeable and unforeseen
risks, respond to any disruptive events, and safeguard our staff and students’ well-being, as well as ITE’s reputation,
when disruptions occur.
To proactively identify and manage risks across the entire organisation, we have enhanced our Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) Framework (developed in 2010) in 2016-2017. The enhanced framework comprises:
 More differentiated Risk Inventory, with differentiation of risks into 2 tiers – (i) 10 ‘Tier 1’ Risks1 (reported
at ARC and BOG level) and (ii) 7 ‘Tier 2’ Risks2 (managed at SM level). Of these 17 Risks, we have identified
8 Risks as critical to the success of our strategic plan and put in place a total of 57 controls to manage and
track these 8 risks.
 More vigorous Risk Parameters based on a 5-point rating scale for Likelihood and Impact of Risks, to help
us better analyse and prioritise risks.
 More detailed Risk Registers, which entail the identification of Key Risk Drivers, tracking of Key Risk
Indicators, and formulation of Control and Mitigation Measures to manage the risks. Each Risk Register has
identified Risk Owner(s).
Annually, we do a comprehensive review of all Risk Registers, identify potential new risk(s) and changes in the risk
profile, and review the effectiveness of risk controls and mitigation measures. An annual ITE ERM Plan is formulated
and reviewed by the Executive Committee (ExCo) chaired by CEO. As part of our corporate governance, we table
‘Tier 1’ Risks for review by the ARC and BOG annually.

C

Allocates resources in a timely manner to achieve strategic goals

To ensure the success and smooth implementation of our long-term strategic plan, we formulated a 5-year
implementation plan covering the timeline, key milestones, resource implications and performance measures of
all programmes in ITE Trailblazer. Resource and manpower planning was done to identify areas where additional
resources are required, beyond our recurrent budget. Process owners and SM review the resource plans annually.
To avoid overstretching staff and resources, we carefully plan and pace the implementation of programmes under
ITE Trailblazer.

‘Tier 1’ Risks refer to those that have high impact and prevent/hinder ITE from achieving its strategic objectives and
substantial efforts must be taken to reduce the risk to a tolerable level
2 ‘Tier 2’ Risks refer to those with measures already in place to reduce the risk to a tolerable level
1
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At the Corporate level, our Budget Plans follow the Annual ITE and Establishment Work Plans, to ensure adequate
resources to support key priorities for the year. We allocate our Operating Budget on a ‘block basis’, which allows
Establishments flexibility to allocate resources within the block budget. In addition, Establishments can also request
for line item budgets, allocated separately for specific purposes, to support their resourcing needs. We keep 5% of
the Operating Budget in the Central Pool Reserves that allow establishments to bid for additional funds for new
and meaningful initiatives. By so doing, we have the flexibility to respond faster. The Finance (FN) Division reviews
ITE’s block budgets thrice a year, taking into account adjustments in enrolment and training places.
In tandem, periodic expenditure forecasts and reviews are conducted by the HR Division [for Expenditure on
Manpower (EOM)] and by all Establishments [for Other Operating Expenditure (OOE)], in conjunction with 2 Central
Pool Reserves bidding exercises carried out per year, for ExCo’s approval. For responsiveness, Establishments have
the flexibility to transfer surpluses to areas that require extra funding.

D

Engages key stakeholders in the strategy implementation process

Besides engaging stakeholders before and during the formulation process, we also communicate and engage
them once the strategic plan is finalised, through the platforms shown in Category 1, Figure 2. Besides the News
Conference to announce the New Plan to the media and public, we have a Communication Plan for different target
segments, with clear communication timelines and messages, leveraging on different channels and platforms.

E

Measures performance against plans and targets

Our diligent tracking, measuring and reviewing of our plans is a key factor for ITE’s successful waves of
transformation.
For our long-term ITE Trailblazer, we adopt an outcome-oriented execution process, with:
 Expected Outcomes to define and measure what ITE needs to achieve to realise its Mission and Vision,
supported by Goal-level KPIs using the Balanced Scorecard (BSC), to compile ITE’s long-term strategic
scorecard.
 Concrete Programmes to translate Goals and Strategies into actionable items, tracked under a 5-Year
Implementation Plan, with clear milestones, KPIs/targets and resource requirements.
For our annual plans, they are tracked through 3-tiered performance indicators, as follows:
1) 9 Strategic Performance Indicators (SPIs) tracked at the highest level by MOE and BOG
2) 19 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) tracked at Corporate level
3) Other Operational Performance Indicators (OPIs) measured at Establishment level
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PEOPLE

PEOPLE
4.1 HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING (30 PTS)

A

Anticipates HR needs and develops HR plans and policies which are aligned to
strategic goals and organisational values

People Transformation
Technological innovations, Industry Transformation, Digitalisation and Public Sector Transformation have
accelerated the pace of ITE’s People Transformation. Taking alignment from national and strategic
imperatives, such as SkillsFuture, Innovation & Enterprise, Digitalisation & Analytics, we ensure that our
staff are relevant and nimble, to prepare our students to be career-ready, life-ready and world-ready.
Supported by our 4 previous roadmaps and current ITE Trailblazer, our goal is to nurture passionate and
professional staff with strong linkages with industry, for developing market-relevant and career-ready graduates.
To gear our staff for the future economy, our Strategic People Focus is centred on the following:
 Holistic Strategic People Plan (SPP) that forms the heart of our HR Planning to develop a future-ready
workforce, in 4 key areas – HR Planning, Employee Learning & Development, Engagement & Well-Being and
Performance Management & Recognition (see Figure 1).
 Strong ITE Care Culture and Integrated e-Human Capital System, our key ‘heart ware and hardware’
enablers supporting the programmes under the strategies in the SPP.
 Strategic HR Business Partners, who are our Line Managers and 2 staff Unions [ITE Training Staff Union
and ITE Staff Branch of Amalgamated Union of Public Employees] whom we work closely with to achieve
our HR goals and strategies.
 HR Reviews through our ITE Staff Experience Framework, based on the Design Thinking concept. This
approach has helped us identify 6 key employee touch points and experiences for enhancing staff’s careers
with ITE.
Figure 1: Strategic People Plan (2015 to 2019)
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For our close nexus between organisational and people planning practices, ITE received the Singapore HR
Advocate Award for Strategic HR in 2014, after winning the Leading HR Practices in Strategic HR Award 3
times in 2010, 2012 and 2014.

HR Planning
We have established a robust HR planning framework and processes to address our current and future
organisational needs. These include:
 Comprehensive Manpower Resource Allocation Framework to achieve the desired staffing level and
quality.
 New Staff Forward Planning Model, that examines long-term scenarios (eg. decline in student enrolment
due to declining birth rates, resignation and retirement trends, dynamism of courses offered) to address
anticipated needs and gaps in ITE’s staffing levels and capabilities across schools and trades.
 Talent Development Framework, with structured process to identify, track and develop staff for
leadership roles, and active streamlining to ‘right-size’ the leadership scope.
 Digital & Technology Roadmaps for Schools/Colleges and HQ in response to digitalisation and
transformation of industry. This is to upskill, reskill and re-profile staff’s competencies and capabilities for
a more nimble and adaptable workforce to meet changing needs of the economy.
 New ITE-Polytechnic Scheme of Service (IPS), implemented in May 2017, which benchmarked our career
and compensation system and provided a single scheme of service for both academic and non-academic
staff.

B

Establishes a recruitment and selection process to meet organisational needs

Our students’ profile and learning styles require us to have a special breed of Lecturers. This sets the tone and
expectations for our resourcing strategies, which focus on:
 Ensuring right fit of candidates to ITE’s mission and unique ITE Care Culture of Integrity, Teamwork,
Excellence and Care, besides expertise and experience.
 Holistic assessment of candidates via multi-pronged recruitment approach that assesses technical,
communication and classroom presentation skills. We expose candidates to actual teaching environments.
They also undergo second interviews to assess cultural fit.
 Fulfilling our Employee Value Proposition that we value staff and ‘make their careers extraordinary’ so
that they, in turn, continually inspire our students and help them find their strengths to realise their
potential, thereby positively impacting students’ lives.
 Providing positive experience to new staff via Corporate Induction and Lunch with Senior Management,
staff events, ITE Club activities, etc.
 Engaging new staff via Stay Interviews to find out how they are coping at work after joining us.
Our concerted efforts have led to a high staff retention rate of 95%, which is better than the Public Service.
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C

Identifies and grooms employees for high performance

We embrace a culture where staff can learn, grow and realise their full potential amidst rapid industry
transformation and shrinking local workforce, through:
 Clear career pathways for staff, based on performance, contributions, knowledge, expertise and
strengths. Academic staff can progress along 3 Career Tracks (Teaching, Specialist and Leadership).
Non-academic staff can progress along executive leadership pathways.
 Competency-Based Performance Management System, adopted since 2012, to assess staff performance
and potential based on 7 qualities and 35 behavioural indicators, and incorporating leadership qualities
expected of Public Service Leaders in light of emerging challenges.
 Career Programmes@ITE, launched in 2016, to equip staff with the core knowledge and skills for building
and enhancing their competency and career mastery, to support their growth and development at different
career stages and levels.
 Market-competitive compensation system, focusing on pay-for-performance, to attract and retain good
quality talent, while providing timely rewards, recognition and progression to retain and develop the talent
pool.
 Integrated Talent Management and Development Framework that serves as a compass to identify new
talent pipeline, and equip existing talent with relevant knowledge and skills, to sustain high performance
and realise fulfilling career experiences.
 Succession Planning for key positions, with development plans for key strategic positions for development
and exposure in policy formulation and for networking.
 Unique 3-year renewable term appointment for Management staff that provides a platform for
leadership renewal, complemented by opportunities for horizontal, vertical or T-shaped career exposure
and development supporting high-performance sustainability.
 Purpose-driven Leadership Development Programmes and Sponsorship Schemes to build and groom
talent at various career points.

4.2 EMPLOYEE LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT (20 PTS)

A

Engages employees to identify current and new competencies required to
achieve organisational goals

Capability Development
Our Learning & Development Framework, with abundant learning and development opportunities, ensures
that our staff remain relevant in our core business of CTE (see Figure 2).
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Senior Management sets the annual
strategic learning direction in line
with our Mission, Vision and Goals,
and guides the formulation of the
annual Total Learning Plan (TLP).
The Plan is cascaded at 3 levels: (i)
Corporate (organisational needs),
(ii)
Establishment
(specific
department needs) and (iii)
Individual (staff’s professional
needs), with key learning needs and
core programmes catering to all
staff levels and disciplines.

Figure 2: Learning & Development Opportunities
for All

Staff learning takes multiple forms
and modes: formal programmes,
skills upgrading and technology
refresh in-service, external or
overseas programmes, industry
attachments
and
experiences,
industry collaborations and projects,
and peer mentoring (Mentors).
To support 3-6 months of students’ Enhanced Internship Programme (EIP) with industry, our lecturers are expected
to keep up-to-date via Industry Understanding (learning and sharing), Industry Experience (visits and observations)
and Industry Attachments (1-6 months).
Our key capability development programmes to keep our academic staff abreast of industry changes and
emerging technologies include:
 Total System Capability (TSC) (2007 – 2015) – Under this initiative, introduced in 2007, all academic staff
are expected to take on industry projects or consultancy work to hone the practical application of their
knowledge and skills. By end FY2015, 95% of our staff were able to undertake or lead in industry projects
and consultancies, as against 38% prior to the TSC Programme in 2007.

 Total Organisational Capability (TOC) (wef 2016) –
The TOC Framework (see Figure 3), an extended
version of TSC, further supports capability
development in response to rapid industry changes
and technological advancements. While the TSC
focused on uplifting academic staff’s professional and
technical skills, TOC extends to cover CTE core and
other functional competencies for both academic and
non-academic staff. It also seeks to build collaborative
organisational capabilities across ITE to be ready for
future changes.

Figure 3: Total Organisational Capability
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Under TOC, the staff capability outcomes are determined via
4 Capability and Mastery Levels (CML) (see Figure 4) for
deep skills mastery - CML1 (Do), CML2 (Ace), CML3 (Lead)
and CML4 (Blaze). In the first year of the new TOC
Framework, some 73% of academic staff were at CML 2 and
above, a marked improvement of staff capability, as
compared to the start of the journey 10 years ago.

Figure 4: Capability and Mastery
Levels

 Digital & Technology Roadmaps – These are formulated
by our Colleges and HQ, to identify new industry trends and
training needs in response to new and emerging areas.
These include staff training on Data Analytics Fundamentals,
Data Science, AI and Digital & Agile Transformation
Programmes for all staff levels, and more advanced digital
technology training for specific needs of Schools.
We were conferred the Excellence in Practice Award by the Association for Talent Development, USA, in
2018, for successfully transforming our staff capabilities through our Total System Capability programme.

B

Provides learning and development opportunities to employees to achieve
organisational and personal growth

To support the growth of staff in their roles at the different career stages and hone their CTE competencies, we
offer staff abundant learning opportunities, such as:
 Career Programmes@ITE – These equip staff with the core knowledge and skills for building and
enhancing their competency and career mastery, to support their development at different career stages.
 College-level Programmes and Seminars – Our colleges are empowered to develop their staff on Schoolspecific soft skills and technology domain expertise. The Annual Technology Seminars showcase staff
capability through technology and industry-related projects to both internal and external stakeholders.
 ITE Academy Programmes – Set up in 2013 to harness and share CTE knowledge and skills, the Academy
focuses on training of niche CTE competencies, based on the concept of ‘By Staff, For Staff’. It offers
programmes on (1) CTE Leadership Development, facilitated by Senior Leaders; (2) Pedagogic Programmes,
designed, developed and delivered by staff for training of Lecturers; (3) REAL Leadership Learning Series,
by industry captains and top executives; and (4) Annual Teachers’ Conference, Mentors Summit and Guest
Speaker Series, by outstanding practitioners, on global trends and developments in CTE.
 Industry Attachments and Experiences – Our partnerships with more than 200 industry partners and
more than 30 overseas institutions provide in-depth opportunities for staff training, attachments,
exchanges, industry joint projects and consultancies.
 Mentoring System – Our Mentors play a key role in imparting ITE’s unique teaching methodology that
includes hands-on experimental learning that help our kinaesthetic students learn better and succeed in
their courses. Under the guidance of Mentors, our new Lecturers are able to assimilate into our culture,
become more effective teachers, and handle challenges of students’ needs better. To promote pedagogic
excellence, we adopted a new Discipline-Specific Pedagogy (DSP) in 2015, with differentiated pedagogy
for different specialisations and careers, a best practice from Germany. Through the Mentors’ Network,
our mentors take on role of DSP experts and lead other Lecturers in pedagogic innovations.
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4.3 EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND WELL-BEING (20 PTS)

A

Supports individual and team participation to achieve organisational goals

Staff Engagement

People Innovation and Excellence has been a hallmark of ITE’s success, evolving from the Productivity Movement
in the early 1980s to Excellence in the 1990s and Transformation since the 2010s. Staff participation for continual
learning, innovation and transformation is an integral part of our people culture.
Our Employee Innovation Framework empowers staff to create and innovate to bring about better education
outcomes and process improvements. The Public Sector Transformation (PST) movement also complements our
strategy to prepare our staff and students to brave the disruptive future economy. The numerous platforms
available for suggestions, sharing of best practices, learning and promoting teamwork include:
 InnovaTE, e-Ideas Portal, Work Plan Seminars, Focus Groups and e-Forums – Staff can contribute ideas
and suggestions on-line, through systems such as the InnovaTE system. In the last 3 years, we received
about 7,500 suggestions from staff, of which 53% were implementable.
 Innovation & Learning Circles (ILCs) and cross-functional Eureka Teams – Designed to promote
teamwork and collaboration, there are currently 235 ILCs involving all staff. Events such as our annual ITE
Innovation Fiesta and ExCEL Conventions allow them to share their innovation projects organisationwide.
 ITE-run Conferences (such as International Technical and Vocational Education and Training, Eco,
Technology & Teachers’ Conferences) and Benchmarking Study Visits (local and overseas).
 Task Forces, Committees and Project Teams – These provide valuable opportunities to share ideas, learn
and create possibilities. For example, staff representatives in our Academic Management Committees work
with industry partners and other stakeholders to review curriculum and related matters to better manage
course performance and improve student results, employability and market value.
 Industry Partnerships, Collaborations and Projects – Each College has a dedicated Technology
Development Centre undertaking national and industry-focused research, innovation and enterprise
Projects. Staff who are involved in applied research receive funding support from the ITE Innovation Fund,
MOE Innovation Fund or Tote Board Fund to push through their ideas from prototyping to implementation.
We also leverage on our School of Design & Media in College Central to run Design Thinking courses for
various levels of staff to enable them to solve real work and real industry issues and come up with innovative
solutions.
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The Organisational Excellence Steering Committee (OESC) and
Innovation Panel evaluate staff’s projects and ideas and
recognise staff and teams for their innovation efforts. They also
work closely with MOE and PSD’s PST Office to encourage staff
to continually innovate and apply their industry knowledge to
improve students’ learning experience and prepare them for the
future economy.
A Master Mentor in ITE, Asrina Bte Abdul Samad, was so inspired
and driven to encourage active and collaborative learning
among her students that she came up with the ingenious idea
of an Innovative Lab (or iLab). The iLab is equipped with
interactive walls and augmented-reality applications with very
sparse furniture to provide an innovative learning space for
students. For this, Asrina received the prestigious President’s
Award for Teachers in 2017 (see right for Asrina’s story).

B

Develops a work environment that enhances employee health and well-being

As a people-centred organisation, we
advocate quality work-life among our
staff to achieve a happy, healthy and
engaged workforce. With SM’s strong
support, our People Engagement
Department works closely with Club ITE
to promote work-life harmony and
health, anchoring on the 3Es and 3Fs
(Engagement,
Enrichment
&
Experience and Fun, Fitness & Family)
philosophy (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Staff Engagement Philosophy

Club ITE, which is our very own ITE
Family Club, is run by Staff, for Staff. It
organises a wide array of enrichment,
social and recreational programmes to
engage and bond staff and their
families. Through events such as Festive
Celebrations, Healthy Lifestyle Day,
Movie Outings, Family Day and Dinner
& Dance (D&D), which SM also attends,
staff are able to mingle with colleagues,
friends and leaders from different
establishments.
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Our annual ITE Care Festival, held in conjunction with Public Service Week, connects staff and reinforces a sense
of belonging in ‘One ITE Family’, through reaffirmation of their role as public officers during the event. Senior
Management also show their appreciation to staff by serving them delicacies such as cupcakes and ice cream.
Our community service programmes, such as the unique GiFTS (Giving Fun, Time & Skills) Programme, launched
in conjunction with our 25th Anniversary Celebrations in 2017, enable our staff to lead their students in contributing
their time and skills to benefit and bring joy to the community.
The Staff Club adopts a different strokes for different folks approach to cater to varied staff interests, profile and
well-being needs, and organises a good mix of fitness and lifestyle programmes to promote a healthy workforce.
Engaging Staff, Colleagues and Family

We also care for the well-being of our staff and engage them throughout their entire life cycle through:
 On-boarding and Induction Programmes for all new staff to welcome them and provide the necessary
support to assimilate them into our values-driven culture.
 HR Conversations (aka Stay Interviews) for staff who are in service between 1 and 3 years, to better
understand how they are assimilating in the organisation.
 ‘In-Conversation’ series where our CEO and Senior Management meet existing staff regularly.
 Re-employment Preparedness Programmes (RPPs) for retiring staff and their Supervisors to emphasise
the importance of adopting right mind-set, keeping up with competency and engaging in meaningful
conversations before retirement or re-employment.
The RPPs are organised in collaboration with our two Unions [ie. Union of ITE Training Staff (UITS) and ITE Staff
Branch of Amalgamated Union of Public Employees], whom we regard as key strategic partners. This synergetic
partnership with our unions, based on mutual trust, has grown from strength to strength over more than 3 decades
of close relationship. Based on our last Management-Union Survey in 2018, the overall satisfaction score for our
MU relations grew further from a high of 94% in 2014 to 98% in 2018, affirming our excellent MU relationship
built on shared goals and mutual trust.
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2018 NTUC May Day Rally

At the national level, we were conferred the Leading HR Award for Quality Work-Life, Physical and Mental
Well-being at the Singapore HR Award 2014, and more recently, the pinnacle Singapore HEALTH
Achievement Award 2017, in recognition of our outstanding efforts in promoting overall workplace health. We
were also one of the Finalists for the Human Resource Management (HRM) Awards 2018 for the ‘Best Health
& Well-being’ category.

C

Measures employee satisfaction, engagement and well-being

We achieved a top-performing Public Service 86% Employee Engagement Score in our FY2015 Employee
Engagement Survey, which measures staff engagement and satisfaction levels. Conducted once every 3 years (will
be once every 2 years wef 2018), our survey results surpass local (Public Service and Singapore National) and global
(Global High Performing Companies) norms by 1-10% points.
To address our diverse staff needs, we leverage on data analytics to segment our work-life programmes to cater
to 3 main staff groups, namely, Baby Boomers, Gen X and Gen Y. This information allows us to plan and review our
annual calendar of events more effectively, to ensure that we cater to the interests of different staff target
segments. The 5% point increase in staff participation rate, from 70% in FY2015 to 75% in FY2017, shows that our
staff are happy with the activities.
The other indicators used to track employee engagement and well-being include participation in Club activities,
dialogues with Unions and Union tenure cases, retention rate and health indicators.

4.4 EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND RECOGNITION (20 PTS)

A

Supports high performance, productive and innovative behaviours to achieve
organisational goals

Our Integrated Performance Management & Recognition System that supports the ITE Heartbeat drives staff
performance to achieve our strategic goals and rewards high performers. Our coaching-centric 3-Phase
Performance Development Cycle (Performance Planning, Mid-Year Review, Year-End Review) enables Supervisors
to engage, manage and develop their staff to create a high-performing and innovative workforce (see Figure 6).
The cycle covers:
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Figure 6: Integrated Performance Management & Recognition System

 Performance Expectations (aligned to ITE’s Mission, Vision, Values, Roles and Profiles)
 Performance Planning (Individual Work and Development Plan and Learning Plan)
 Performance Review (work achievements, including capability development, mentoring, succession
planning and managing of unsatisfactory performers)
 Rewards and Recognition (monetary and non-monetary rewards)
To help staff improve their performance, training and development programmes are available for them to raise
their competency levels, professional standing and readiness to take on higher level or wider responsibilities. Staff
whose competency ratings fall below the targeted level have relevant training programmes to attend marked in
the online Learning & Development System.
We also assess all officer-level staff and above on their Career Potential to identify those who have potential to
take on higher-level responsibilities and lead roles in the organisation, and develop them for these roles.

B

Reinforces desired behaviours and organisational values

Our appraisal instrument for executive-level staff and above incorporates these organisational traits and values.
Likewise, for support staff, the ITE Care values form part of annual performance assessment besides personal and
work qualities.
Being in the education field, where students are at the centre of what we do, having the right values and ethics are
paramount for our staff. To address this, we undertook the following:
 Developed an ITE Code of Conduct in 2013, to guide staff in discharging their duties and making decisions
that are consistent with the core values, expectations and accountabilities of public officers.
 Formulated MAPS (Maintain Appropriate Boundaries; Be Above Board; Be Professional; Be Sensitive), a
specially produced document, to guide staff in maintaining desired professional behaviours and trustbased relationship with students.
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 Organised Values@ITE Seminars in 2016 focusing on values-driven leadership (for management staff),
conduct and ethics, where Chair and Deputy Chair of our Establishment (HR) Committee shared their
perspectives on values and conduct.
 Engaged All Staff via Values Conversations in 2017 to deepen their understanding of our values through
talks led by Management, and encourage deeper conversations on challenges and issues faced through
discussions on real-life case studies.
Other activities and programmes to encourage staff to live the ITE Care values include Innovation & Learning
Circles, ITE Innovation Fiesta, ITE Fiesta and Teambuilding programmes.

C

Rewards and recognises employees to achieve organisational goals

We have a comprehensive range of monetary and non-monetary rewards and recognition system at individual,
team and establishment levels. Our performance-based compensation system motivates staff to achieve our
challenging goals and relentless pursuit of ‘doing the best for our students’ success.
Our new ITE-Polytechnic Scheme of Service (IPS), implemented in 2017, benchmarked with industry and the Civil
Service, provides a single scheme of service for both academic and non-academic staff.
Besides
performance-based
monetary
rewards,
such
as
Performance
Bonus,
Merit
Increment and Promotion, we also
reward staff with non-monetary
awards (61 types of Individual and
Team Awards as shown in Figure 7),
for attainment of desired outcomes
in Teaching, Service, Innovations,
and exemplifying ‘ITE Care’ values,
administered at the corporate,
establishment
and
national/
international levels. We also
celebrate staff’s achievements at
various events and platforms.

2017 WOW Service Commendation Winners with Special ‘ITE
Care’ Bears

Figure 7: Types of Individual and Team Awards
Performance Behaviours
Recognised

Individual

Team/
Group

Total

High Performance and
Contribution

8

-

8

Innovation & Creativity

6

14

20

Service Excellence

7

3

10

Teaching Excellence

7

-

7

Dedicated Service

11

-

11

Establishment
Recognition Awards

5

-

5

Overall

44

17

61
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PROCESSES

PROCESSES
5.1 INNOVATION CAPABILITIES (30 PTS)

A

Develops and implements innovative ideas to create value

The ITE Heartbeat anchors the ITE Innovation Framework (see Figure 1), which applies a 4-pronged approach
to entrench innovation in ITE, viz., Embracing, Empowering, Experimenting and Evaluating.
Figure 1: Innovation Framework

Senior Management takes the role of Innovation Champions to enculturate staff to embrace innovation as part
of their everyday work life. Staff experiment at either looking for continual improvements for productivity gains, or
at value-creation platforms to break new ground. The former is achieved through Innovation & Learning Circles
(ILC) and Eureka Teams, where ideas are garnered, while the latter focuses on the Applied Research and
Industry Projects to create new intellectual properties, as well as to provide process or productivity solutions for
industry, especially the SMEs.
The ITE Innovation Framework inspires staff with good ideas to translate them into new or enhanced
products, services and processes to deliver greater education value and outcomes. The extent of staff
participation is discussed in Category 4.3A.
At the same time, we actively seek inputs from stakeholders and industry partners and consider these for
innovation opportunities. An ITE Innovation Panel evaluates applied research and industry project
proposals. Internal or external funding is provided for staff to trial-test ideas and to implement the
innovations.
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Besides the Technology Development Centres (TDCs) at all 3 colleges taking on the role of catalyst to
increase the implementation of multi-disciplinary innovative projects undertaken with industry, a new
Technology Transfer Office was set up to focus on the commercialisation potential of projects.
The ITE Academy was set up in 2013 to curate and drive pedagogic innovations among staff, as well as pioneer
thought leadership and promote excellence in CTE. It is a one-stop centre for organisational learning among staff
and sharing with partners. The Academy also drives new strategic directions. For instance, ITE identified DisciplineSpecific Pedagogy (DSP) as a strategic programme in ITE Trailblazer. It operationalises the plan through
identifying the appropriate strategic partners and creating a timeline for knowledge-transfer and upskilling ITE
staff to deliver on the new direction. Beginning the 5-year implementation planning in 2015, DSP will be ready
for full deployment by 2019.

B

Involves key stakeholders in generating and implementing innovative ideas
and solutions

As ITE’s educational role undergirds most of our key processes, stakeholder involvement in these processes is
intensive. Figure 2 shows the information gathering and strong stakeholder involvement in identifying and
planning courses and intake capacities, as well as in the continual reviews and improvements of the key
curriculum design and delivery processes. There is direct external representation, such as Employers, Academic
Advisory Committees (AACs), Trade Associations and other Government Agencies, at various stages.
Figure 2: Consultation and Collaboration with Stakeholders and Partners

*DACUM – A competency-based, integrated model for Developing a Curriculum

Our curricula are reviewed and endorsed by key industry experts appointed in 7 AACs and validated via surveys
with industry practitioners. The training approach is then determined, followed by development of Assessment
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Schemes and Training Specifications. As a result of the breadth of information obtained from multiple sources, we
have stayed attuned to changing industry manpower needs. Our 98 full-time courses today cover the manpower
needs of 12 industry sectors with more and deeper skill sets, compared with only 29 courses for 8 sectors in 2000.

Innovations with Stakeholders

A new work-learn pathway leading to an ITE Work-Learn Technical Diploma was launched in 2018 to create a
clearer and more compelling upgrading and progression pathway for ITE graduates. The ITE WLTD courses provide
structured Dual Training in a modularised manner to allow skills deepening largely delivered by employers.
Since employers would be recruiting the trainees as their staff, the skill sets required and learning content have
been developed largely based on their inputs and needs. Since 2018, 14 WLTDs have been offered.
Innovations also allow for the transfer of new knowledge and experiences into ITE. Projects undertaken with
industry by the TDCs and academic schools require intensive consultation with stakeholders and understanding
of their processes and practices. Some examples of innovations that involved staff and students providing real-life
solutions for industry include the following:


PAKAD (Percutaneous Access to Kidney Assist Device) that helps to simplify the surgical process of removing
kidney stones and reduces exposure to radiation from x-rays.



Automated ‘beehoon’ folding machine that speeds up the process of packing it, thus increasing productivity.



Process to formulate low sugar or no sugar gelato.

ITE staff and students have benefited from the knowledge and industry-sensing capability developed during the
process.

5.2 PROCESS MANAGEMENT (30 PTS)

A

Manages key and support processes to meet customer and operational
requirements

Customer-Centricity

ITE’s learner-centric and market-responsive Business Model (see Figure 3) has been our pillar for success in terms
of process excellence and outcomes. Our strengths lie in our proactive engagement of our customers to
understand their needs and expectations, followed by development of strategies to meet them – from a unique
2-day Experience ITE Programme while they are still in secondary schools, to their enrolment in ITE, throughout
their 4 semesters with ITE, and even after they graduate from ITE, as well as through Accessible, Bite-size and
Convenient (ABC) training under CET.
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Figure 3: Learner-Centric Business Model

We have in place a number of critical processes supporting teaching and learning, (see Figure 4). One of our core
strengths is a rigorous Academic Quality Assurance (AQA) Framework for our entire curriculum development
and delivery process – from academic planning to course design, delivery and assessment.
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Figure 4: Critical Processes Supporting Teaching
The Academic Quality Committee (AQC)
provides oversight on academic quality issues,
based on analysis of audit results and inputs on
process quality reviews from HQ and Colleges.

& Learning

ITE’s Academic Quality Management System
for PET programmes has been ISO 9001certified since 2002. Our CET programmes
also attained the ISO 9001:2008 in 2011. In
November
2017,
ITE’s
Integrated
Management System has been successfully
recertified and transited to the new ISO
9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 standard for
our PET and CET programmes, with no
significant audit findings. The continual series of
internal and external ISO audits ensure
consistently high quality and standard for ITE
courses across the 3 Colleges under ‘One ITE
System’.

B

Drives process improvement to enhance productivity and achieve higher
organisational performance

Key Management Committees, respective Process Owners and HOEs take the lead to drive process improvement
by facilitating innovation through (a) Leveraging on Technology, (b) Process Re-engineering, (c) Benchmarking
and Process Improvement Tools. Process improvements are targeted at optimising resources in savings and
efficiency, and creating value in quality, experience and effectiveness.
Review of Key Business Processes for improvement is carried out at 3 levels:
 1st level: Overall Organisation-Wide Process Review and Overall Process Alignment Review, that
includes business processes arising from SWOT and STEEP analysis (as part of long-term strategic planning
and annual corporate planning) and environmental scanning of best practices.
 2nd level: Review of Secondary Business Processes arising from deliberations at OESC & AQC, I-QAF and
ISO QMS/EMS audits, CRF.
 3rd level: Review of Line Processes via ground-up reviews initiated by individual staff, teams or
establishments (eg. e-Ideas and ILCs).
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Some examples of key and support process improvements are summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Examples of Key & Support Process Improvements & Impact
Key & Support Process Improvements

Key Impact

Refined Academic Quality Framework

5 Quality Domains, AMC Annual Self Assessments, Course
Performance Reviews followed by AQC

Streamlined Curriculum Process &
Simplified Documentation

Reduced time to develop and implement new Curriculum and
more time to prepare lessons

Development of an Integrated Assessment
System

Better quality exam papers, more reliable results, improved
security and productivity

Development of an Assessment
Management Data Mart with Dashboards

Easy retrieval of statistics, data analytics to support Management
decision making

Implemented a Synchronised Nitec Intake

Better management of vacancies and admissions, reduced
resources needed for exams, allowed earlier entry of graduates to
workforce

Implemented a Partners’ System in Industry
Scheme

Timely approval and renewal of industry applications, potential to
link to other systems for Enhanced Internship etc

Organisation-wide Productivity & Process
Reviews

Optimised processes, roles and structures, leveraging on
technologies, manpower and financial resources

Integration & Transition to New 2015
standards of ISO 9001 & ISO 14001

Optimised resources based on an integrated audit approach for
both QMS and EMS

C

Sustains key processes in times of emergencies to ensure business continuity

Risk Management
We have put in place a robust Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Framework to proactively identify and
manage risks across the entire organisation. Our Business Continuity Management (BCM) is a comprehensive
and holistic management process that enables us to continue operations under adverse conditions, including
national emergencies, pandemic, racial and religious disharmony and threats to critical functions.
Using a well-defined Crisis Management Structure, the BCM Steering Committee, chaired by CEO/ITE, sets the
policies and directives across HQ and the 3 Colleges. The BCM Committee is supported by the ITE Operations
Centre that serves as the nerve centre for ITE during a crisis or emergency. At the College level, the respective
Colleges’ BCM Committees review the Colleges’ Standard Operating Procedures to ensure alignment with ITE’s
overall BCM policy, framework, priorities and practices.
In the event of a critical incident, an established Incident Management System is in place to manage and control
the situation for the flowcharts for the management of pre-crisis and crisis incidents respectively.
We also conduct regular emergency drills and exercises – emergency evacuation drills, temperature
measurement exercises, contact tracing exercises and business continuity exercises – to familiarise staff on their
roles and responsibilities. In addition, our Colleges are designed and built with a combination of passive and active
security measures. Passive measures include proper zoning of facilities to define public and private areas, and
addressing areas vulnerable to security concerns. Active measures include surveillance via closed-circuit televisions,
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security guard deployment and access control to restricted facilities. These measures allow ITE students and the
public to learn, interact and enjoy amenities together safely.
The BCM also includes the IT Business Continuity Plan (BCP) that incorporates an IT Disaster Recovery Plan,
to facilitate the rapid return of ITE’s IT systems and functions to operational status during ‘disaster’, and preserves
and safeguards ITE’s records and documents.
As part of the BCM framework, we have also put in place a Community Engagement Programme (CEP) crisis
management plan to manage incidents related to race and religious issues and maintain the social harmony and
cohesion among ITE staff, students and stakeholders, such as parents.

5.3 SUPPLIER AND PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT (30 PTS)

A

Identifies and manages key suppliers and partners to achieve organisational
goals

As a Government Procurement Entity, we are required to comply with WOG procurement norms which advocate
fair and transparent dealings. Key suppliers are thus identified via open invitations to quote/tender, engaged on
transactional bases by Approving Authorities and managed by process owners under contractual terms. To
maximise efficiency and minimise risks, we have a centralised Procurement Department to provide policy oversight
and advisory services to functional departments, and aggregated procurement interfaces and processes.
We use a Supplier Knowledge Base System to assess the performance, capabilities and value of suppliers in
meeting ITE's procurement needs, based on quality of goods and services, ability to meet schedule and timeline
for completion of contract, response to requests during warranty or defects liability period, and overall
performance.
We have developed and strengthened our linkages and relationships with key partners, and actively engage them
in our planning and review processes at various levels.
Organisational Partners are categorised as Co-Training Partners, Industry Partners, International Partners
and School Partners.
Co-Training Partners work with us in co-delivering experiential learning under our WLTD and Traineeship
Programmes, as well as offering industry attachment for our students under Enhanced Internship. Some of these
partners also deliver learning to their employees, under CET, as Approved Training Centres (ATCs) and Certified
On-the-Job Training Centres (COJTCs). The various programmes are agreement-based opportunities where
partners are legally obliged to ensure learning opportunities are provided.
Industry Partners contribute towards curriculum development, authentic learning for our students, and transfer
of skills, expertise and know-how. Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) or Letters of Collaboration (LOC) are used
to facilitate collaboration at our niche training centres (eg. Precision Engineering Hub, Centre of Excellence in New
Media, Vertical Transportation Lab, ITE-Samsung Tech Hub, Rapid Transit Signalling & Communication Lab, Festo
Automation Centre, and ITE-Johnson Controls Building Technologies and Solutions Centre), joint certifications and
industry projects. We have more than 200 such active collaborations today.
Through collaboration with more than 30 Global Institutional Partners, we have also enhanced our education
pathways and introduced new products, such as Niche Technical Engineer Diplomas – of which 2 are the first of
its kind to be offered outside our partners’ country. These global partners also provide excellent opportunities for
developing global skills and mind-set of our students under the Global Education Programme.
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We also engage actively with Secondary Schools as Partners, since the majority of our PET students are from
secondary school education system. We offer many unique experiences, like the Experience ITE Programme, and
experiential MOE Category A Elective Modules (‘Taster’ modules) that lead to advanced standing in ITE ie students
will be granted one credit per module completed when they attend our full-time courses relevant to the module.

B

Engages key suppliers and partners to co-create products and services

Our active partner and supplier engagement ensures that their products and services add value to and support
our goals, programmes and processes. Examples of co-creation of products and services are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Co-creation of Products and Services
Process

Partner/Supplier

Product and Service Creation/Enhancement

Curriculum
Design &
Development,
Delivery and
Assessment

Industry/
MOU partners

 New or Revised Higher Nitec and Nitec courses
 New Work-Learn Technical Diploma courses
 17 new joint industry electives since 2011

Training Partners

 Enhanced Internship under SkillsFuture

Industry

 Prototyping and proof-of-concept projects, with cascading
effect to students’ learning (eg. Chemistack and Art of
Collaboration Game Tool)

Student Services
(Student Care)

Self-Help Groups

 Intervention programmes for targeted students to better their
well being

School Partners and  Resourcing, complementary services and support for SEN
Support Agencies
students
Industry and
Foundations

 Contributions towards Student Financial Assistance Schemes
and Awards

Facilities
Management

MOU partners

 State-of-the-art facilities to train students and even partners’
staff and customers [eg. ITE-Amada Centre of Creativity, ITE
Sennheiser Sound Academy, ITE-Samsung Tech Hub, ITE
Steinberg Training Centre, Marine & Offshore Technology
Training Facility (with Keppel Offshore & Marine), Mitsubishi
Electric Asia, Broadband Technology & Services Centre (with
Hua Wei) ]

Marketing &
Communications

School Partners

 Introduced 39 Category A Electives and offering 3 MOE-ITE
Applied Subjects to MOE schools

Benchmarking

International
Partners

 Technical Engineer Diplomas in Machining and Automotive
Engineering - with MEYS (Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports), Germany
 Technical Diploma in Culinary Arts - with Institut Paul Bocuse
(IPB), France
 Discipline-Specific Pedagogies - with MEYS, Germany
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KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE
6.1 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT (35 PTS)

A

Collects and manages information for strategy development, decision-making
and organisational learning

Knowledge Management
ITE systematically collects macro-level information from key government agencies and bodies, including NMC,
MOE, MOM, EDB and SkillsFuture Singapore, for planning and policy formulation. We also gather knowledge and
information from industry and trade associations, school and international partners, staff, unions, students and
alumni, as well as other relevant internal and external sources, in support of Skilling the Future of Singapore. The
information is then carefully analysed for the development and review of plans, policies, strategies and
programmes essential to ITE’s core business needs. This helps ITE make forward-looking and timely decisions in
planning and performance improvement. Figure 1 provides an overview of our Integrated Knowledge
Management for Organisational Planning and Review.

Figure 1: Knowledge Management for Organisational Planning and Review
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Key IT Systems

We use a host of integrated IT systems presented in Figure 2 to digitise and drive the digitalisation of our work
processes, data and information for better efficiency and effectiveness. We constantly employ new technologies
such as mobile, cloud, IoT and analytics at an enterprise and user level to make digitalisation highly relevant and
useful. Systems developed and piloted at one College to meet operational needs are cascaded across all colleges.
An example of this is the Wireless Attendance Marker System developed by ITE College West and subsequently
deployed in the other 2 Colleges.
Figure 2: Information Systems and Applications to Enhance Knowledge
(‘New’ refers to after 2011)

B

Ensures the accuracy, accessibility and security of information

Structured Evaluation of Information and Knowledge Management
We have put in place a clear structure to evaluate and improve the management of information and knowledge,
with reviews done by various committees, comprising both business and IT stakeholders, under the ITE Information
and Knowledge Management and Review Structure, under the stewardship of CEO and the IT Steering Committee
chaired by a Deputy CEO.
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As part of IT governance, ITE is fully compliant with the strict requirements of the Government Instructional
Manual (IM) 8. It covers domains, including data governance, architecture, protection, sharing and storage, and
audit compliance. Our system security is further strengthened by our robust information systems and architecture,
which leverage on state-of-the-art technology (see Table 3).
Table 3: Information Management
Requirement

Aspect

Measures

Reliability

Business
Continuity







Built-in contingency measures in case of disaster
Backup and Recovery Modules
No single point of failure for critical systems
Preventive measures identified and deployed
Disaster Recovery Exercises conducted

Cyber Security








Annual penetration testing for Internet-facing systems
Web Application Firewall
Cyber-Watch Centre
Distributed Denial of Service Mitigation
CAGE Vulnerability Scans
Defined Access Controls

WOG Security
Measures

 Network segregation to separate Government Network from Internet

Internal

 User access rights, with reviews of access
 Remote access by secure VPN

External

 ITE Website
 E-Services
 Social media

Accessibility

Accuracy

 Stringent acceptance tests by process owners
 Performance/Load tests
 Reliable primary source of data

Data
Governance

 Compliance with Data Administration Group requirements
 Compliance with IM8
 WOG Data Sharing (SG-DATA)

Assessment and Certification
Assessment is one of ITE’s key processes as an education institution and training provider. ITE aims for zero error
of the assessment and certification records entered in iStudent System to maintain the credibility of ITE’s
Certification System. We leverage on IT processes, for example, Distributed Optical Mark Reader (OMR) Scanning
System (DOSS), online grade books, double mark entries for marks computation and entries to iStudent, to reduce
the risk of human oversight and to uphold the accuracy of assessment records. Twice-yearly sample audits of the
marking and mark entries at Colleges further ensure College users adopt good practices and high levels of
vigilance in results processing. ITE College users have restricted access to records of their students within the
window period for results processing. Subsequent to that, any data change requires approval from authorised
personnel.
The introduction of the new Integrated Assessment System in 2018, with on-line examinations and on-screen
marking, further enhances the assessment processes to safeguard the integrity and accuracy of assessment data.
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Data Accuracy and Integrity

There are a few categories of vendors in the Financial and Procurement (ACE) System: Supplier, Government,
Student and Staff. We minimise manual data entry in the ACE to ensure data accuracy. Thus, most details are
interfaced in from other systems, where possible. For example, all staff data is interfaced from e-HCS, and supplier
and government data is interfaced from GeBiz. Where manual data entry is required, there would be a second
person to verify before confirming the data in ACE.
To ensure the accuracy and integrity of staff data, HR performs annual Job Data Verification Exercises to check
for any potential job data anomalies, annual Headcount Verification Exercises to ensure there are no ‘phantom’
employees on our payroll, and Verification and Update of Personal Particulars and Reporting Structures to ensure
that staff's personal data and reporting structure are up-to-date. These are conducted annually.

Information Dissemination
In terms of information accessibility and dissemination, ITE shares key information expeditiously with staff and
external stakeholders through an extensive range of IT-based and non IT-based platforms (see Table 4 for
examples on how specific information are made accessible via different dissemination channels).
Table 4: Information Dissemination Channels
Target Groups

IT-based Platforms

Social/Interactive Platforms

Internal
(within ITE)
(Staff & Unions)

 Analytics (Student Attendance and
Enrolment Dashboard, Business
Intelligence Reports, Assessment
Management Data Mart and
Automated Attendance Alert System)
 Knowledge Hub
(Establishment / Functional
Information and Circulars / Manuals)
 MyHR Portal (e-HCS)
 KRIS
 Email System and Lotus Notes
 InnovaTE, eTEAM and iCARE
 ITE Website

 ITE and Establishment Work Plan Seminars
 Management Communications Platforms,
including Staff Events, such as ITE Care Festival,
ITE Innovation Fiesta, ITE ExCEL Convention
and ITE Teachers’ Day
 Dialogues with Unions
 Focus Groups (on new strategic initiatives)
 Staff Induction Programmes
 Key Publications and Videos: ITE Innovate
and ITE Trailblazer Brochures, ITE Service
Handbook and annual ITE Corporate
Highlights
 Posters on key OE Policies

External
(Customers,
Stakeholders,
Partners &
Suppliers
and Public)






iStudent
iDe’Lite Videos
ITE Website
Social Media
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

 ITE Prospectus and Publications (eg. infinITE,
IgnITE and Annual Report)
 Dialogues with Students and Staff (by
Chairman, CEO and Senior Leaders)
 Experience ITE Programme (for Sec School
Students)
 School Networking Activities, Open Houses
& Talks
 Media Publicity
 Industry Partnership Forums
 Sharing with Visitors to ITE and Foreign
Partners Overseas
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6.2 ANALYTICS FOR PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (35 PTS)

A

Leverages on knowledge and information to create new value

ITE deploys an extensive range of business analytic tools to organise and analyse key information, to create
knowledge and insights needed to support organisational planning, process reviews and decision-making at all
levels. We tap information collected within ITE’s comprehensive suite of information systems to perform key
business analytics for knowledge creation and insights at 3 levels, as follows:
1) Strategic Planning/Decision-Making Analytics are performed to assess market trends (eg. STEEP, SOAR
and industry-sector trend reports), graduate employment performance and customer satisfaction.
2) Operational and Process Needs Analytics are used to gauge responsiveness of products/courses (eg.
Feature Analysis for course performance) and analyse Lead Indicators for students’ success (eg. DISC Profiling,
Student Attendance and Enrolment Dashboard [New] and Assessment Management Data Mart [New]). These
analytics reference the key check-points along a student’s ITE education life cycle to analyse student profile,
needs and challenges in order to value add to their education experience, and help them successfully complete
ITE education and attain ITE qualifications.
3) Organisation Learning Analytics are targeted at the overall performance of the organisation vis-à-vis its
Strategic Performance Indicators. Such corporate analytics steer the organisation to continually assess our
overall strategy (including staff capability development roadmaps based on competency gaps analytics) and
are integrated into the process of formulating key annual corporate, establishment and functional work plans.
Comparison and benchmarking analyses and studies are also conducted for system and process
improvements and targets setting.

B

Uses comparative and benchmarking knowledge to improve performance

ITE adopts a structured Competitive Analysis and Benchmarking process, which continually examines our
capabilities and capacity for higher levels of performance. This approach instils in the organisation the discipline
of reflecting and reviewing its existing approaches, processes and results regularly. As a result, ITE can adopt and
reinvent best practices, and improve its performance in key processes and operations.
The comparison and benchmarking activities are carried out mainly through:
1) Regular dialogues and fora within ITE. For example, SM and HOEs review the achievements of respective
establishments at the Corporate Review Forum, while the academic practices of different Schools are
shared at the Academic Wing Dialogue with Colleges, and student success rates by College are reported
and analysed at Academic Council (AC) meetings.
2) Environment scanning and information gathering of performance indicators for comparative analysis.
This is notwithstanding ITE’s unique role, further complicated by the different operating environments
and measurements used by local and overseas institutions, which makes it difficult for ITE to find
comparable indicators for certain aspects.
3) Benchmarking visits to organisations and countries with best-in-class practices in policies, processes
and systems. The annual International Development and Relations (IDR) Plan and post-visit reports are
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tabled at ExCo and AC meetings, highlighting planned visits, learning points and recommendations for
implementation, in line with the Annual Corporate Theme. The approved recommendations are translated
into concrete programmes, targets and processes in the Corporate, Establishment or Individual Work
Plans, which are tracked and reviewed regularly at various platforms, as part of the systematic planning
process.
Through the comparative analysis and benchmarking studies, ITE has made several breakthroughs and
innovations, including the setting of challenging or stretch targets (eg for student success rate), enhancement of
systems and streamlining of processes for greater efficiency and effectiveness, and introduction of new initiatives
to enhance student learning (eg Discipline-Specific and Work-Learn Pedagogies adapted from Germany, and ICTenabled learning from TAFE, Australia).
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RESULTS

RESULTS
7.1 CUSTOMER RESULTS (110 PTS)

A

Customer Satisfaction and Experience

Students’ Satisfaction
At the end of every study term (6 months), our PET and CET students give feedback on their education
experience through a Student Feedback Survey that focuses on assessing Teaching Effectiveness (covering
Lecturers’ delivery, knowledge level and care for students) and Availability of Learning Facilities. In addition,
PET students do a ‘Voice of Student’ survey (since 2012) to provide feedback on their holistic learning
experience in ITE. These surveys, together with customer satisfaction indicators collected at the various
contact points with prospective and in-programme students, and graduates of ITE, provide timely review on
ITE’s programmes and services. Our customer results place us very favourably, compared to similar
institutions globally. Overall, the PET students’ satisfaction has remained excellent at 96% since 2012. For
CET, the overall students’ satisfaction is even higher. With this group of customers more focused on specific
learning needs, satisfaction has been consistently high (average 97%).

Satisfaction with Customer Services
a) Counter Services
Customers’ satisfaction with our counter services has been consistently high and above the 90% target
(see Figure 1). ITE’s counter staff have also exceeded customer expectations in service attitude, job
knowledge and efficiency from 2012 to 2017, with the exception in Year 2013, where the key registration
period coincided with the big move to Ang Mo Kio for HQ and College Central. There were a high number
of enquiries and walk-ins for courses during intake and matriculation period at College Central, where
the Customer & Visitor Centre had to handle many other walk-in visitors.

Satisfaction
Rate
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90%
80%
70%
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2013

2014
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Service Attitudes Above Expectations

Job Knowledge Above Expectations

Efficiency Above Expectations

Target
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b) Telephone Service
Customers’ satisfaction with the telephone service provided by our staff has been on an improving trend,
from 86% in 2012 to 98% in 2017 (see Figure 2). ITE’s telephone service had exceeded customer
expectations in call handling and product knowledge almost all the time. With the enhancement of the
iStudent Portal on 2014, the overall experience improved since FY2014.
Figure 2: Excellent Customers'
Satisfaction by Service Attributes
(Telephone Services)
Satisfaction
Rate
99%

100%

97% 97%

100%
99%99% 98%

94%
90%

89%

86% 87%

80%

79%

70%
2012

*2013

Call Handling

2014

2015

2016

2017

Product Knowledge

*HQ & College Central move to new location
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Matriculation completed within 15 mins

Application completed within 15 mins

Overall Satisfaction

Target for Application

Target for Matriculation
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c) Web-based Services
Satisfaction with the efficiency and effectiveness of our Web-based Application and Admission Process
has also been consistently high, between 94% and 96%, among ITE’s potential students or customers
(see Figure 3). For Web-based Transactions, 9 out of 10 web-based application and matriculation
transactions were completed within the targeted 15 minutes.

Public Service Audits
The Minimum Service Standards audit started in Year 2014, focusing on Counter, Telephone and Email
services to assess how well our frontline service fare with the minimum service standards set out by PSD
(PMO). In Year 2015 and 2016, most of the agencies, including ITE, scored around 84%. ITE performed very
well in 2017 surpassing the average of similar agencies (see Figure 4).

Satisfaction
Rate

50%

2014
ITE

B

2015

Average of IHLs (ie. 5 Polytechnics without ITE)

2016

2017
Overall Tier 2 Agencies

Target

Product and Service Performance

Quality Assurance on Education Outcomes
ITE courses and programmes are developed in response to the future needs of the market and to impart
industry-relevant skills and competencies needed for the future workforce. It is thus important that we have
high quality assurance and performance of our products (ie. courses and programmes) that focus on Student
Success and Employability.

Student Success

With the unique challenges faced by ITE students, every effort is made to ensure that they learn well and
successfully complete their course.
Student Success Rate, which measures the percentage of students from a particular intake cohort who
successfully complete their course and attain ITE qualifications, is a strategic performance indicator for ITE.
Between 2012 and 2018, ITE has consistently achieved high student success, with more than eight out of
every 10 students graduating with ITE certification, exceeding that of world-renowned international
educational institutions in the USA, Australia and the OECD countries.
Although the challenge of balancing work and family responsibilities make learning harder for our CET
students, more than 92% of them achieve success in their part-time modular studies. Adult learners usually
perform better in Engineering courses compared to Business courses.
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Graduate Employment

The best indicator of our education outcome lies in how well our ITE graduates are sought after by
employers in the labour market. ITE conducts Graduate Employment Surveys on an annual basis 6
months after graduation, and also the 5-year and 10-year Graduate Employment Surveys triennially, to
study trends in graduates’ employment, remuneration and career progression over time.
The Graduate Employment Survey for fresh ITE graduates conducted annually shows that more than 8
out of 10 of them were able to gain employment within six months of active job search (2012 –
2018). Within the same period, the Gross Median Monthly Starting Salaries of ITE graduates also showed
a strong upward trend, with 27% increase from 2012 to 2017. These encouraging signs on the market
worth of ITE Certifications further demonstrate the resilience and strong market worth of ITE
graduates.

Employers’ Satisfaction
The triennial Employers’ Satisfaction Survey (conducted on a biennial basis in 2013 and before) also saw
strong endorsement on the quality of ITE’s programmes and education system, with more than 9 out
of 10 employers being satisfied with ITE graduates. This affirms the value and outcome of ITE education.

7.2 FINANCIAL AND MARKET RESULTS (120 PTS)

A

Financial Performance

Education Value and Cost
Being a non-profit-making education provider, we have wider national social and economic roles and
responsibilities rather than commercial profitability. Hence, we measure the financial performance of
ITE differently from those of profit-making organisations. The challenge for us is how to ensure that we
optimise limited resources to create and deliver the best value and outcomes to our stakeholders
and the community. While doing these, we also seek to ensure financial prudence and strive for a high
level of productivity in the delivery of our products and services, to achieve an optimal ‘rate-of-return’
on every public dollar spent on our students.

Government Recurrent Expenditure on Education per Student
Notwithstanding the heavy investment by the government, when converted to per student basis,
our recurrent expenditure per ITE student has consistently been the lowest among the postsecondary institutions, including the Junior Colleges, Polytechnics and Universities.
Over the last few years, we have been able to achieve Cost of Training (COT) per PET student (<$15,000)
that is below our targets, through redesigning and enhancing our curriculum and delivery, such as
leveraging on technology (eg. MyConnexion, AR/VR) in teaching, co-creating authentic learning facilities
with industry.

Outcomes from Quality Assessments
As part of our academic and quality assurance, we undergo a 5-yearly assessment under I-QAF by MOE.
The aim is to ensure that ITE’s strategic direction, governance, policies, systems, talent and risk
management are in place, aligned to achieve its mission, vision, and desired outcomes, and to ensure
accountability for the use of public resources. In 2015, we underwent our second assessment, which
covers 25 institutional goals in 5 areas. The rigorous assessment entailed the submission of an ITE Self-
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Assessment Report, followed by a 5-day on-site visit by a high level 7-member External Review Panel
(ERP), including 3 international members, appointed by MOE.
Similar to the first assessment in 2009, the outcomes of the 2015 IQAF were highly favourable, with the
ERP commending ITE’s efforts in providing a high quality CTE and holistic development for our
students. In particular, the ERP was heartened by the transformative effect of ITE education on our
students and alumni, and commended our academic staff for providing ongoing support and care
for students even after they have graduated and moved on to further their studies in the
Polytechnics.

B

Marketplace Performance

Market Significance and Economic Impact

Since ITE’s formation in 1992, we have trained about 1.5 million workers for Singapore. Our Singapore’s
workforce has attained the top spot among 49 countries, with a perfect score of 100 in Technical Skills
according to the Business Environment Risk Intelligence (BERI) annual Labour Force Evaluation Measure
since 2001. A highly skilled workforce is part of the reason why Singapore has been able to keep its youth
unemployment rate low.

Cohort Capture

Compared with just a mere 14% Cohort Capture Rate (CCR) in 1995, ITE has made remarkable progress
to capture more than 25% of the school cohort today. Such an achievement is largely due to the vast
improvements made to the quality of our training systems and programmes and turnaround in our
public image through our successful branding and publicity efforts.

PET Student Enrolment
With the increasing acceptance of ITE as a choice institution, ITE’s full-time student enrolment has
improved (from 26,790 in 2012 to 29,013 in 2017), despite variations in the student available pool for
ITE.

Public Perception
Besides the market demand indicators, we also measure the public perception of CTE and ITE. Since 1997,
ITE conducts an independent Triennial Brand Equity Study to establish ITE’s Brand Equity Index based on
15 image attributes vis-à-vis other post-secondary institutions. The study is based on the response from
stratified random samples of stakeholder groups comprising ‘N’ and ‘O’ level students, current full- time ITE
students, ITE graduates, ITE lecturers, school teachers teaching ‘N’/’O’ levels, parents with children sitting for
‘N’/’O’ levels exams, employers and the general public.
ITE’s brand image had strengthened remarkably since the first benchmark study in 1997. In 2018, ITE achieved
a high 79% Brand Equity Index, more than double the 34% attained in 1997, representing a significant 45% point
improvement.
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Global Contributions

We have received an upsurge in requests from both local and international organisations, including
those from advanced economies that are renowned for their CTE systems that were keen to benchmark
and learn from ITE. In the last 6 years, we had shared our experience and expertise with 11,000 visitors
from more than 134 countries (19% from advanced economies). Visitors were highly impressed with what
they saw in ITE. One of the prominent visitors representing an American Think Tank (Mr Marc S Tucker,
President and Chief Executive Officer, National Center on Education and the Economy), cited ITE’s CTE
system as “one of the finest, if not the finest, in the world”.

7.3 PEOPLE RESULTS (110 PTS)

A

Employee Learning and Development

Learning Budget and Training Hours
Our sustained investments in Learning and Development (L&D), averaging 4-5% of payroll annually over the
past five years, is much higher than the 0.8% average at the National Level.
Nine in 10 staff achieved 100 learning hours or more, averaging 148 learning hours (21.4 training days) in
FY2016, which is above our target of 100 hours. This is four times the 2016/2017 National Level benchmark
of 5 mean days per adult (35 learning hours per adult) of our Resident Labour Force. Internationally, we are
also above the industry benchmark (35 learning hours per staff) reported in the 2017 State of the Industry
Report, produced by the Association for Talent Development, USA, based on data from 299 organisations
across a range of industries, sizes, and locations.

Staff Capability

Under our Total System Capability (TSC) Programme (2007 – 2015), staff Professional Capability Levels
(PCL) continued to improve since 2011, with 95% of academic staff having achieved at least PCL 2 (Do) as at end
FY2015, compared to 83% in 2011 and 38% when the TSC Programme started in 2007. Our rigorous
development of staff earned the Excellence in Practice Award by the Association for Talent Development,
USA, in 2018, for successfully transforming our staff capabilities through our Total System Capability
Programme.
With effect from 2016, we introduced a new Total Organisational Capability (TOC) Framework to further
uplift staff’s professional & pedagogical capabilities to greater heights over the next five years, with 4
new Staff Capability & Mastery Levels (CML). In the first year of TOC implementation, some 73% of our
academic staff were at CML2 and above.

B

Employee Engagement and Well-Being

Staff Involvement in Innovation

Our staff have been actively contributing ideas and suggestions for work and process improvements.
The number of implemented suggestions rose from 1,178 in FY2012 to 1,259 in FY2017. There is a twofold increase in projects presented at our ExCEL Conventions over the past 5 years, from 32 in FY2012 to
66 in FY2017. The number of team projects presented at the National Level remained high, at 58 projects
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in 2017, with ITE teams constituting almost half (49%) of all projects presented at the National
Convention.

Employee Engagement Survey (EES)

We measure our employee satisfaction and engagement through our Triennial Organisation Climate
Survey (from FY2000 to FY2012), and Employee Engagement Survey (from FY2015 onwards). In the last
4 Organisation Climate Surveys conducted between FY2003 to FY2012, our satisfaction score remained
consistent at 81%, and hit an all-time high of 86% in the FY2015 Public Service Employee Engagement
Survey. The score surpassed the Global High Performing Companies, Public Service Top-Performing
Companies, Polytechnic, Public Service and Singapore Norms by 1% to 10% points.

Corporate Social Responsibility
As a socially-responsible organisation, ITE
highly encourages our staff to be involved
in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
causes and activities. The excellent
participation rates (including participation
in the SHARE programme) reflect staff’s
commitment to CSR (see Figure 5).
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Staff Well-being
Club ITE’s Activities for Diverse Staff Needs
As strong advocates of staff well-being and workplace health and harmony, our Staff Club organises an
array of activities, catering to diverse staff needs, and segmented into three main categories – for Baby
Boomers, Gen X and Gen Y staff. This has helped us better plan and review our activities to meet differing
staff needs effectively (see Figure 6).
Staff Participation in Club ITE Activities
To sustain interest and reach out to staff, we have introduced more new and enhanced programmes over
the years. This has enabled us to meet our target of 75% of staff participating in at least one activity.
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Workplace Health

Our health screening results for the last five years for all the main health indicators covered under the
National Health Survey (NHS), namely, Body Mass Index (BMI), Blood Pressure, Cholesterol and Glucose,
have been consistently above the healthy ranges, as compared to the latest 2010 NHS Norm (see Figure
7). For ITE’s commitment and success in workplace health, we were awarded the top Singapore HEALTH
Award (Platinum) in 2005, 2008, 2012, and the pinnacle Singapore HEALTH Achievement Award in 2017.
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Staff Retention

Our staff resignation rate since FY2012 (ranging from 3.7% to 5.1%) is consistently the lowest compared
with Statutory Board and IHL Norms, thereby reflecting a highly stable and satisfied staff population.

C

Employee Performance and Recognition

Career Progression
Besides monetary rewards such as differentiated Merit Increment and Performance Bonus, suitable staff
with high potential can aspire for promotion to higher-level jobs. The number of Leadership posts filled
by internal talents shows an upward trend, as we systematically identify, track and nurture internal talents
with potential for leadership positions as part of career development and succession planning. A high
percentage of our Management Posts (89%) are filled by internal talents in 2017.
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Staff Awards

We celebrate and recognise staff for their achievements of our ITE Care values through awards at ITElevel and National level. These awards support a high-performing, innovative and ITE Care culture. They
have also enabled our staff to excel extensively in various service and innovation competitions and
projects. The number of internal and external staff awards since FY2012 is at Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Innovation Awards

Service Awards (Including 'WOW' Awards)

Since 2012, 26 staff have been conferred external and international awards for their outstanding
contributions to teaching excellence, service and union relations.

7.4 OPERATIONAL RESULTS (110 PTS)

A

Process Performance

Full-time Courses
We design and offer courses that keep pace with changes in Singapore’s economic development – from
basic skills training to mass broad-based skills training in the earlier years, to higher-level specialised
skills training today.
In 2017, we offer a diverse range of 98 courses in 12 sectors to prepare our students and graduates for
employment, career and academic progression. This is more than a three-fold increase from 29 courses
in 8 sectors in 2000.
In addition, we have expanded our contributions to key growth sectors via the setting up of a niche
School in each ITE College [viz. School of Applied and Health Sciences in ITE College East (2005); School
of Design & Media in ITE College Central (2009); and School of Hospitality in ITE College West (2010)].
The annual planned and actual intake for all our courses are well within ±10% targets set by the National
Manpower Council for ITE. This reflects our ability to attract students into skills courses that are in
demand by industry.
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CET Courses

For our adult learners, we offer a comprehensive suite of courses to meet their personal and professional
development needs. Today, we offer close to 500 CET Skills Courses – of which 90% are SkillsFuture
Credit Approved Courses. This is almost 4 times more than year 2000.
Moving ahead, we will strengthen our collaboration with agencies such as the National Silver Academy
for our elderly, as well as with the Unions, Trade Associations and industry to offer more industryrecognised CET programmes, ABC (Accessible, Bite-Size and Convenient) courses and more CoC courses
to help bridge skills gaps of our adults and workforce.

Public Perception of Teaching and Learning Facilities
As a result of our continual emphasis and efforts on upgrading and improving our authentic learning
facilities in collaboration with our industry and co-training partners, public perception on ITE having
‘modern teaching & learning facilities’ has seen tremendous improvement, from 43% in 2000 to 87%
in 2018.

Teaching Effectiveness
We monitor the teaching effectiveness of our Lecturers through annual Student Feedback Survey. Our
students have consistently rated our Lecturers highly, with excellent ratings of 96% to 97% since FY2012.
High Students’ Satisfaction with Course Structure and Contents
To help our students learn better, we also carefully design and scaffold our course structure and contents
to make it easy for them to understand and follow lessons. A high 96% of our students are highly satisfied
with how the courses were designed and delivered to them, based on the biennial ‘Voice of Student’
survey done since 2012.
Reliable and Secure Online Systems
Owing to our ‘Hi-Tech’ training environment and heavy use of IT in our service delivery and in teaching
and learning, ensuring the reliability of our IT systems is highly critical. To manage this risk, a series of
control measures have been put in place, such as Intrusion Prevention Systems and Firewalls, Cyber
Watch Centre, Ring-fencing of ITE Corporate Websites and Cyber Security Awareness Programmes.
Error-Free Examinations
To maintain high credibility of ITE’s Certification System, we aim for zero error in the setting of examination
papers, as well as in the marking and mark entry processes. Whenever errors are detected, we accord top
priority to rectify the errors and to prevent future recurrence. We also share and communicate to staff, to
increase awareness of common pitfalls.
Rigorous checks and quality control carried out to safeguard the integrity of ITE assessment has
consistently resulted in almost 100% error-free rates for both exam setting and marking.

Academic Quality Assessment
ISO Assessment on ITE Processes – As a testimony to our strong academic assurance and robust processes
in place, there had been no major findings of lapses uncovered by the ISO audits carried out all these years.
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Five-Yearly Quality Assurance Assessment – In the five-yearly assessment done under the MOE-ITE
Quality Assurance Framework (I-QAF) by an independent international External Review Panel in 2009 and
2015, the I-QAF Panel commended us for:


Our world-class infrastructure and facilities at all 3 colleges, as well as for the creation of
authentic and innovative learning environments with a strong emphasis on practice-oriented
learning.



Our curriculum models for development, modification and discontinuation of programmes that
are robust and of international standards.



The high quality of supervision and amount of attention given by academic staff to our students.
The academic staff provided ongoing support for students even after they have graduated and
moved on to further their studies in the Polytechnics.

In fact, the I-QAF Panel attributed the transformative effect of the ITE education on ITE students and alumni
to dedicated academic staff and a curriculum that caters to the specific needs of ITE students who are more
practically inclined.

B

Partner and Supplier Performance

School Partners
Students in the secondary schools are our potential customers. To reach them early in their decisionmaking process, we work closely with all secondary schools. In 2017, we successfully reached out to 80%
and 98% of graduating Secondary School GCE N(A) and N(T) students respectively, and in almost all targeted
schools offering the Normal Streams. We achieved this because of our targeted marketing and networking
programmes aimed at our potential customers. These programmes include holding regular talks and
exhibitions in schools, and inviting students to our Colleges.

Industry and International Partners
Besides workforce training and reskilling, we also collaborate actively and extensively with industry
partners. Such collaborations have enabled us to ride on their resources, latest technology and software
to create authentic and up-to-date learning facilities and curriculum, and provide valuable industry
exposure and development opportunities for both our staff and students. Many of these industry players
(eg. Cisco, Festo, Samsung, Shell, Mitsubishi Electric, Uniqlo, Siemens, IBM, Johnson Controls, Canon,
Cushman & Wakefield) are global industry players that serve as global benchmarks for learning.
Today, we have successfully inked more than 200 active industry MOUs and LOCs to work with them on
collaborative projects.
Besides local collaboration, we have also forged strong partnership with more than 30 international
institutional partners in 10 countries [Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong Kong,
South Korea, Switzerland and USA]. These partnerships have fostered learning and collaborations in
curriculum development and course delivery, staff and student exchanges and development,
benchmarking, training, consultancy and other projects for mutual benefit. Over the last 5 years, we
hosted some 2,200 students and 650 staff from these MOU institutions, and sent close to 2,600 students
and 470 staff for exchanges and learning visits. These strong and mutually-beneficial partnerships are a
testament of ITE’s global status in CTE, and forms part of our contributions to the global CTE community.
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Performance of Term Contractors / Suppliers

For term contractors and suppliers (e.g. building and facility works and maintenance, equipment supply,
and stationery and other key services providers) which we have engaged, the percentage of end-user
satisfaction has consistently been above our target of 95%, at 100% (see Figure 10). This reflects ITE's
careful identification and selection of suppliers, as well as our clear communication of key requirements
and feedback to them.
For outsourced IT Technical Support Services, a separate annual user satisfaction survey conducted also
show consistently positive results (see Figure 11).
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Environment
Governance and Accountability
a) Alignment and Benchmark with Best-Practice Governance Criteria
In ITE, we have a comprehensive set of criteria to evaluate the quality of the Board of Governors
(BOG) and have put in place practices that guide compliance. These guidelines are aligned with
MAS’s 2012 Code of Corporate Governance. In the last I-QAF Assessment done in 2015, the I-QAF
Panel commended us on our strong vision and sound governance that have contributed
tremendously to the progress of ITE.
b) Robust Measures and Control Mechanisms for Managing Risks
Annually, we do a review of our Tier 1 and Tier 2 Enterprise Risks to determine the probability
of their occurrence and impact, and formulate control mechanisms to counter these risks. In the
latest review, there are 10 ‘Tier 1’ and 9 ‘Tier 2’ Risks, supported by more than 100 control
mechanisms. The Audit & Risk Committee (ARC) and ITE BOG review our Annual Risk Registers
annually.
In its assessment, the I-QAF Panel has also affirmed that ITE has a comprehensive enterprise risk
management framework to safeguard ITE against potential risks in different areas, such as
market changes, brand erosion, and disease outbreak.
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c) External Audit Findings
Our processes and systems are subject to annual internal audits based on focus areas identified in
the Annual Internal Audit Plan. We also engage External Auditors as independent assessors and an
added measure for sound financial practices and risk controls. The ARC, chaired by an external BOG
member, reviews all Internal and External Audit Reports and the Annual Enterprise and Risk
Management Review.

Contributions to Community
We have many programmes in place to promote CSR among our staff and students. Under our ITE-wide
CSR Programme – GiFTS (Giving Fun, Time and Skills) Programme – launched in conjunction with
our 25th Anniversary in 2017, we completed 25 CSR initiatives involving close to 2,500 staff and students
to give fun, time and to use their skills in one way or another to help and uplift the community. A key
component of this is the ITE Fiesta (Open House), where we invite the community to our Colleges to
learn new skills (Free!) and enjoy games linked to skills and the hospitality of our staff and students.
Besides GiFTS, we have many other on-going College-level CSR events and activities helmed by staff and
students, as well as 3 charities and homes adopted by each College (Chaoyang School by ITE College
Central, METTA School by ITE College East, and Delta Senior School by ITE College West).

Contributions to Environment
a) Top Recognition for Achievements for the Environment
We actively promote the green or eco-movement within ITE to support the critical cause of
environment protection. In 2014, we were awarded the President’s Award for the Environment, which
is highest environmental accolade for environmental and water resource sustainability in Singapore.
In 2018, ITE Headquarters & all 3 Colleges were fully certified and obtained the BCA Green Mark
Platinum award.
b) Infusing Sustainability and Green Contents in Curriculum
Currently, we also infuse 90% (from 60% in 2012) of our curriculum with green and sustainability
contents, covering sustainability topics such as recycling, water and energy conservation, waste
handling and disposal. By 2019, we plan to raise coverage of these topics to 100% of the curriculum.
In addition, we nurture green volunteers, organise environment-related activities, and outreach at the
Colleges every year, including an Eco-Conference.
We also collaborate with Green Technology Industries and organise Overseas Outreach Programme to
promote environmental sustainability. Students have opportunities to develop environmental projects
with our staff and MOU partners, and some have won awards at National Green Competitions.
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GLOSSARY

Abbr

Description

Abbr

Description

AAC

Academic Advisory Committee

ECG

Education & Career Guidance

ABC

Accessible, Bite-size & Convenient

EDB

Economic Development Board

AC

Academic Council

EDGE

ACE

Alliance for Corporate Excellence (Finance &
Procurement)

Establish Position, Develop Strategy, Guide
Implementation, Engage & Execute

EES

Employee Engagement Survey

AQA

Academic Quality Assurance

EIP

Enhanced Internship Programme

AQC

Academic Quality Committee

EMS

Environment Management System

AR

Augmented Reality

EOM

Expenditure on Manpower

ARC

Audit & Risk Committee

ERM

Enterprise Risk Management

ASPIRE

Applied Study in Polytechnic & ITE Review

ESI

Environmental & Sustainability Initiatives

ATC

Approved Training Centre

eTEAM

BCA

Building & Construction Authority

Online system for staff to submit innovative
projects

BCM

Business Continuity Management

ExCEL

Excellence Through Continuous Enterprise &
Learning

BCP

Business Continuity Plan

ExCo

Executive Committee

BERI

Business Environment Risk Intelligence

FY

Financial Year

BOG

Board of Governors

GiFTS

Giving Fun, Time & Skills

BRITE

Brightened & Revitalised by ITE

GEP

Global Education Programme

BSC

Balanced Scorecard

HEALTH

Helping Employees Achieve Life-Time Health

BYOD

Bring Your Own device

HNitec

Higher Nitec

ITE CC, CE,
CW

ITE College Central, College East, College
West

HOE

Head of Establishment

CDC

Community Development Councils

iCARE

Integrated Customer Action & Resolution
System

CFE

Committee on the Future Economy

ICT

Info-Communications Technology

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

IDR

International Relations and Development

CEP

Community Engagement Programme

ignITE

Newsletter for ITE alumni

CET

Continuing Education & Training (Part-Time
Programme)

IHL

Institutes of Higher Learning

CML

Capability & Mastery Level

ILC

Innovation & Learning Circle

CoC

Certificate of Competency

IM

Instruction Manual

COJTC

Certified On-the-Job Training Centre

infinITE

Newsletter for ITE Stakeholders

CRF

Corporate Review Forum

InTunE

eNewsletter for staff

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

IoT

Internet of Things

CTE

Career & Technical Education

IP

Innovation Panel

CVC

Customer & Visitor Centre

IPB

Institut Paul Bocuse (France)

DACUM

Developing A CUrriculuM

IPS

ITE-Polytechnic Scheme of Service

DISC

‘Dominance, Influence, Steadiness,
Compliance’ Personality Profiling Tool

I-QAF

ITE Quality Assurance Framework

ISC

ITE Skills Certificate

DOSS

Distributed OMR Scanning System

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation

DPP

Direct Entry to Polytechnic Programme

iStudent

Integrated Student Administration System

DSP

Discipline-Specific Pedagogy

ITB

Industrial Training Board

i

GLOSSARY

Abbr

Description

Abbr

Description

ITE Care

Integrity, Teamwork, Excellence and Care (ITE
Core Values)

SFG

Strategic Future Group

SM

ITEEF

ITE Education Fund

Senior Management (comprising CEO, 4
Deputy CEOs and 3 Principals of ITE Colleges)

ITEES

ITE Education Services

SOAR

Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations, Results

IWP

Individual Work Plan

SPC

Strategic Planning Committee

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

SPP

Strategic People Plan

KRIS

Knowledge Repository & Information System

SQA

Singapore Quality Award

LKY

Lee Kuan Yew Award

SQC

Singapore Quality Class

LOC

Letter of Collaboration

SRW

MAPS

Maintain Appropriate Boundaries, Be Above
Board, Be Professional, Be Sensitive

Strategic Review Workshop (Annual Senior
Management Retreat)

SSG

SkillsFuture Singapore

MOE

Ministry of Education

STEEP

MOM

Ministry of Manpower

Social, Technological, Economic,
Environmental, Political

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats

MVV

Mission, Vision and Values

TAC

Trade Associations & Chambers

N(A)

Normal (Academic) Stream

TAFE

Technical & Further Education

Nitec

National ITE Certificate

TDC

Technology Development Centre

NMC

National Manpower Council

TED

Technical Engineer Diploma

N(T)

Normal (Technical) Stream

TOC

Total Organisational Capability

NTUC

National Trade Union Congress

TOE

Total Organisational Excellence

OE

Organisational Excellence

TOTE Board

Singapore Totalisator Board

OESC

Organisational Excellence Steering Committee

TSC

Total System Capability

OJT

On-the-Job Training

TVET

OOE

Other Operating Expenditure

Technical and Vocation Education and
Training

OPI

Operational Performance Indicator

UITS

Union of ITE Training Staff

PET

Pre-Employment Training (Full-Time
Programme)

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation

PMET

Professionals, Managers, Executives &
Technicians

VET

Vocational Education and Training

PSD

Public Service Division

VITB

Vocational & Industrial Training Board

PST

Public Sector Transformation

VPN

Virtual Private Network

QMS

Quality Management System

VR

Virtual Reality

QSM

Quality Service Manager

VTE

Vocational & Technical Education

REAL

Reality, Enterprise, Action and Learning

WLTD

Work-Learn Technical Diploma

RPP

Re-employment Preparedness Programme

WOG

Whole-of-Government

SAC

Skills Assessment Centre

WPS

Work Plan Seminar

SCORE

Sources, Channels, Ownership, Resolution,
Evaluation

WSC

WorldSkills Competition

WSG

Workforce Singapore

SEN

Special Education Needs

WSQ

Workforce Skills Qualifications
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